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Goldwater at Kenyon . . . Senator Barry Goldwater spoke to a capacity audience
in Rosse Hall on November 20. His subject was conservatism in government, but—
perhaps in deference to the academic setting—he spoke with such academic caution
that his remarks could scarcely have offended the most ardent liberal. The occasion
was covered by NBC for use on David Brinkley's Journal in a program about con
servatism on the campus. (The telecast, on January 17, made considerable use of the
Kenyon speech but omitted any reference to where it was given.) Senator Goldivater
is shown above—wearing dark-framed glasses and half-turned toward the camera—
at a reception following the lecture. During the autumn and early winter the Col
lege has had a number of speakers of more than ordinary interest, including fames
Reston, chief of the Washington bureau of the New York Times; senator Eugene
McCarthy (D) of Minnesota; the Rev. H. Richard Niebuhr of Yale's Divinity
School; and the Hon. Robert A. Taft, Jr., of the Ohio House of Representatives.

Gleanings
Diocesan Display . . . Last September, the Diocese of Ohio devoted a window in
its new headquarters in Cleveland to the college and the seminary. Featured were
campus photographs, books by alumni atid members of the faculties, the Bexley chair,
albums in the Voices of Kenyon series, and other material. The College furnished
the basic display, but the Rt. Rev. Nelson M. Burroughs took a personal interest in
the exhibit and supplemented it with various items.
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March 1962
Dear Alumnus:
At last June's meeting of the Alumni Council, we voted to set
the Kenyon Fund for 1962 at $50,000. If you are a regular reader
of the Alumni Bulletin you know that the College's operating deficit
for the present year is $84,880 (see back cover, October-December
issue). Most gifts to the College, whether they come from founda
tions, corporations, or individuals, are "restricted": that is, they
are designated by the donor to be put to a particular use. They
rarely help Kenyon to pay salaries, maintain buildings, and meet other
normal institutional expenses.
Due to the critical need to improve existing faculty salaries,
and (in a competitive "market") to attract qualified new faculty, it
is imperative that every alumnus make whatever gift he can to the
Kenyon Fund.
Kenyon's financial problem can never be solved entirely by the
alumni, but without your strong support it will be impossible for
the College to turn confidently to those foundations and corporations
whose assistance to private colleges will be increasingly vital with
every year that passes. The first question these organizations put
to Kenyon is: "What are your alumni doing?" I don't know what ans
wer they are given; I do know the answer I would feel compelled to
make: "Too many are doing very little; 60 percent are doing nothing
at all."
I don't want to paint too bleak a picture: Kenyon is in no
immediate danger, but it does need—not only for material reasons but
for the morale of its faculties and officers—to know that each of
us is vitally concerned with its welfare, its reputation, its future.
Farther back in these pages is an envelope which you may use
to send in your contribution to this year's Kenyon Fund. I hope that
before this issue of the Bulletin is many weeks old the Development
Office will be able to announce that our goal has been not merely
achieved but over-subscribed.
Sincerely,

Fred Barry, Jr., '42, President
Kenyon Alumni Association
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MIDWINTER MEETING OF THE ALUMNI COUNCIL
Clockwise, starting with council president Fred Barry, Jr., '42 (standing): Chester Smith, '33; Louis Whitaker,
'50; Dr. Arthur Lewis, '30; Frank Mallett, '34; William Chadeayne, '50; Randolph Bucey, '50; Eppa
Rixey, III, '49; Jack Doerge, '46; Lawrence Bell, Jr., '40; and Brent Tozzer, Jr., '39.
The meeting was held in the Reeves Room at the College library on February 3. Only two members of the
council were unable to attend: David Jensen, '50, and Howard Bradley, '46V-'48.
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home • com • ing (horn' kum' ing), n. 1. a coming or re
turning to one's home. 2. in many colleges and universities,
an annual celebration attended by alumni.

HOMECOMING 1962 AT KENYON—THE OCTOBER 13
weekend -should be more to your liking than perhaps any in recent years. There
will be less conflict among activities, and there will be more rooms available
lor returning alumni and parents. For one thing, the board of trustees has
graciously consented to move its autumn meeting to the weekend following Home
coming. For another, the College's student affairs committee (which is composed
of student representatives and the heads of appropriate departments) has come
forth with a nine-point proposal for the improvement of Homecoming, and this
proposal would seem to clear the air of conflicting purposes, as well.
For the past few years a prominent feature of the weekend's Saturday night
has been the Alumni-Undergraduate Homecoming Dance, held in Peirce Hall. For
this event many students brought dates for whom they had arranged housing ac
commodations far in advance. These rooms, then, were not available to alumni
or parents. The problem posed was a perplexing one to the alumni office. It was
apparent, for instance, that few alumni or parents had any enthusiasm for a dance
on that particular weekend. In fact, many said quite emphatically that they
preferred to spend the evening with old friends, or with undergraduates in the
divisions—and in the latter instance there was strong resentment of the students'
preoccupation with their dates.
So, to these people, the proposal of the student affairs committee should be a
welcome one particularly in its first two points. I quote:
1. At present Homecoming seems to make the mistake of trying to satisfy two
groups of people, the students and the older visitors, i.e., alumni and parents.
This we feel to be a mistake, and suggest that the program be designed entirely
for the visiting alumni and parents.
2. Therefore, we recommend the abolition of the dance, which is attended by
very few alumni and parents. Since it is desirable to have a dance somewhere
about this time in the academic year, we recommend the transference of one of
the class dances to a weekend preceding or following Homecoming.
Among the committee's other recommendations for the weekend: continuation
of the athletic program as it is set up at present; better representation of the
intellectual aspects of the life of the College (by means of a concert or a major
lecture on the Friday night, and more emphasis on the faculty lecture on Saturday
morning following the Alumni Council meeting); a suggestion that the Pan-Hellenic
Council review—with an eye toward abolishing-—both the football halftime "beauty
contest" and the Homecoming display contest" (the committee's feeling is that
these have no place on a campus such as Kcnyon's).
The committee further suggested a re-evaluation by the fraternities of their
own reception of alumni (how can alumni be made to feel more welcome?), and
the possible substitution of evening parties for the present system of holding open
house from an early hour. Peirce Hall's eating arrangements can also be made
more attractive to visitors, with a possible buffet supper on Saturday.
These recommendations will be carefully reviewed, and probably added to,
this spring by a special committee. Full details will be mailed to all alumni well
before Homecoming.
Brent A. Tozzer, Jr., '39, Alumni Secretary
THE 134 COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND IS ON JUNE 1-3
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I. C. P. SNOW
Recent Thoughts on the Two Cultures

I OGETHER WITH EDITORIAL COMMENTS ON THE

SYMPOSIUM BY BROOKS ATKINSON, Neir York
Times, AND C. P. IVES, Baltimore Sun

PARTICIPANTS IN THE SYMPOSIUM
PHILIP WIENER: Historical Aspects of the Problems of Com
munication in and between the Arts and Sciences
C. P. SNOW
JAMES ACKERMAN: "Ars Sine Scientia Nihil Est"—
Comments on a Medieval Aphorism
BRAND BLANSHARD: Science a)id the Humanities—
A Balance Sheet
ALAN WATERMAN: The Demands of the Scientists upon Scholars
in the Arts in Establishing Communication
EDWARD TELLER

HELD AT THE COLLEGE ON OCTOBER 27-28, 1961
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HAROLD CASSIDY, Yale University
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MILTON BABBITT, Princeton University
DANIEL FINKBEINER, Kenyon College
THE REV. ALBERT MOLLEGEN, the Virginia
Theological Seminary
SIDNEY KAPLAN, The Ohio State University
COLIN PITTENDRIGH, Princeton University
RAYMOND ENGLISH, Kenyon College

C. P. SNOW:
Recent Thoughts on the
Two Cultures
Tk >TAY I SPEAK for perhaps two minutes as the repre|VI sentative of only one culture: that is, the literary
culture in which my wife and I have spent the most active
part of our lives. We would like to say what a pleasure it
is for us to be in Kenyon College. Eor Kenyon has been
known for a generation in the entire literary world—not only
the English-speaking literary world—through its Review and,
of course, basically through the personality and writing of John
Crowe Ransom. And this has meant that the name of the
college where we are privileged to be today is a household
word everywhere literature has been seriously discussed. Writers
are not especially amiable about each other. You'd scarcely
believe the malice which flies about when they meet. But I
can't remember ever hearing an unkind thing about Mr.
Ransom; and I can't remember that being true of any other
writer in the world. He's a beautiful poet. He made one of
the great break-throughs in criticism, in producing the New
Criticism. I believe that break-through has come somewhere
near the end of its usefulness, but we are very happy to pay
our homage to Mr. Ransom -and the next break-through, we
hope, will also happen here. It will be different; it will be
less restrictive; and we hope it will be enshrined by Mr. Robie
Macauley in the present wave of The Kenyon Review.
Well, that being said, I now suppose that I must get on
to a subject which has been dogging me for some time. Three
years ago—two and one-half years ago I was ill advised
enough to give a lecture which I sportively called "The Two
Cultures." It was a lecture that I was in fact quite pleased to
give, because my own university of Cambridge has almost no
public lectures and you feel faintly flattered at being asked to
give one. The particular occasion was the Rede Lecture. It
was started by a certain Sir Robert Rede about whom history,
so far as I know, has nothing else to relate—which is perhaps
not surprising, since he died in 1531. The lecture has been
going on ever since, with occasional breaks owing to war.
Unfortunately, the pay has been going on ever since, too, at
the same level. Sir Robert, God bless his memory, endowed it
fairly handsomely by the standards of an early Tudor lecture
ship, but the sum which one now receives for this effort is
about $30.
Well, I went back to Cambridge and I said something
which had been on my mind for some while, and expected to
hear no more about it. Indeed, my chief memory of the
evening—this lecture always happens on Ascension Day, by
the by—my chief memory of the evening is that it was an ab
normally long time before finishing the lecture and being
given a refreshing drink. But subsequently I discovered that
I had really saddled myself with an albatross. I found that
not only in England but in this and other countries people

8

were pursuing me with various points which I had raised or
was supposed to have raised or ought to have raised or ought
not. And that made me think quite a bit. It seemed to me,
and still seems to me, quite obvious that if you raise that kind
of immediate stir with anything that you have said, it's quite
certain that you've not said anything original. If you immed
iately evoke a response among people in all sorts of different
circumstances, it's quite certain that the problem was existing
in the air and you just put it into words at the right time.
I say this with feeling because I have said one or two original
things in my time. No one, however, has yet noticed them!
So, first, let's be clear on that—there was nothing original
in what I said; there couldn't be. All I did, probably, was to
say it a little more brutally and a little more clearly than any
one had said it recently. Because whatever I can't do, I can
say a brutal thing brutally and I have a rooted distaste for
making the commonplace incomprehensible. That was the
first thing. The second was this: if you've said something
which evokes some sort of response—a rather active response
in various parts of the world—then there is likely to be some
thing in the point. If a phrase, or a set of statements, seems
to have meaning for a large number of different people in a
large number of different places, it is likely that you are not
talking absolute nonsense. That may be a false deduction,
but I am inclined to think that it is true.

W ELL, THEN, HAVING FACED SO MANY QUESTIONS, DISCUS-

sions, disputations, denunciations, 1 think I would like to say
just a word about what I would do if I were giving the same
lecture today. I am going to assume impertinently and
arrogantly that you know a little about that original lecture.
I was trying to say that in the intellectual world there is a
polarity, that persons educated in and practising the sciences
arc ceasing to communicate with persons educated in and
practising the arts—and vice versa. That, in fact, if we take
the extreme cases of writers on the one hand and physicists
on the other, they really do appear to inhabit different cultures
in the anthropological sense, and to be developing different
cultures in the intellectual sense, to an extent which has not
happened before. You find foreshadowings of this state going
a very long way back, but the extreme intensification of this
polarity is something which has been developing this century
and has probably come sharper still since the last war. I said
a great many other things, but that is roughly what I said.
Now, if I were doing it again, what qualifications would
I make? The answer is, I think, nothing very radical, but I
would make certain qualifications of stress. Eor instance, al
most all scientists think I was unfair to scientists in what I
said, and almost all humanists think I was unfair to humanists.
Well, that's fair enough. If one has offended everybody ap
proximately equally, one's probably done one's job. But I
think, in fact, that I was trying to be fair. I probably fell
over backward to be pretty rough on the literary culture to
which I belong by devotion though not by training. I said,
and I repeat, that the persons who have dominated literary

sensibility in our time have by and large been passionately
unconcerned with the real fate of their fellow men. 1 think
there is no doubt about that—that the real avant-garde of the
literary arts have been quite remarkably obtuse and often wicked
in their reaction to the major human issues of our time. I
don't retract a word of that. I believe they have been reaction
ary in a time when it was desperately bad to be a reactionary.
On the other hand, I think I did include in that stricture persons
who should never have been included. I suggested that because,
say, Mr. Pound, or Mr. Wyndham Lewis, had roughly the
political attitudes which would have been thought morally
backward at the time of the Plantagenets, all writers and
literary persons were tarred with the same brush. Well, I
should never even by inference have allowed that partic
ular extension to be made. And if I were doing the lecturetoday, I should be careful to explain that I did not intend
such a meaning. That's one thing.
The second thing 1 think I would do is to explore much
more seriously what you might call a middle ground between
these two extreme poles. I would explore fields of intellectual
activity which have some chance of mediating between physics
and literature or advanced art and advanced science. I am
thinking now of such mediating fields as the social sciences.
The trouble is, you see, if I had been an American I would
have thought about them much more carefully when I gave
the lectures. But the English have never really taken to the
social sciences; they believe it's one of these newfangled in
ventions that may perhaps justify itself in another couple of
generations but is not yet on the map. And imperceptibly in
any country you would pick up certain attitudes of this kind.
We have never really believed in psychoanalysis in the way
that it is usual to believe in it on this side of the Atlantic.
On that—digressing for a moment—I was thinking the other
day that I suppose I know perhaps 1 (),()()() people in England
and about 10,000 in the United States. Obviously in differing
degrees of intimacy, I suppose I know 500 people moderately
well and then a lot of other people slightly less well. And
they are people, comparing like with like, who practise the
same sort of professions, come from substantially the same
ranges of society, and what not. Of the 10,000 English that
I know, 1 think 1 am right in saying that two have been any
where near a psychoanalyst in their entire lives. And of the
10,000 Americans, the number would be somewhere between
200 and 2000. That seems to be very peculiar and it can't
be a serious reflection of the mental health of the two societies.
On the other hand, I assure you that English people arc at
least as well adjusted as you are without this extreme aid.
I put it to you as one of the great unresolved problems of
our time.
But I should, in fact, have spent a great deal more time
on the social sciences. Although you can't understand the
hard core of science unless you understand those parts of it
where the concepts cannot normally be explained in the words
of the common speech (that really distinguishes the hard
sciences from the soft, distinguishes physics from sociology),
by understanding the social sciences you get somewhere near
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the moral flavor of the scientific culture. Much can be done
in the way of a bridge by these mediating disciplines.
The same is probably true, I suspect, of the mediating
social arts, like architecture. I believe that many architects
have by necessity a certain grasp of what the scientific, tech
nological world is like, as well as a certain grasp of what the
aesthetic world is like. And I believe that such social arts
could be a help to us in this problem.

THI-RE IS ONE CRITICISM WHICH HAS BEEN MADE VERY ERE-

quently in my country and to some extent in this: that I
didn't pay enough attention to the quality of life as defined
by I). H. Lawrence. That criticism I am not for an instant
prepared to accept. I). H. Lawrence, who is the great antiscientific hero of my generation and of younger Englishmen,
seems to me to have been a man of genius whose comments 011
human possibility, and particularly on social possibility, are
not usually very well worth considering. For instance, the
idea behind all criticisms directed at me for ignoring the
quality of life is that sometime, somewhen, somewhere there
was an Eden which we have lost. It was always a pre-industrial Eden, a pre-scientific Eden where life was richer, fuller,
more glamorous—all the pleasing adjectives you can think of.
Now, of course, no such society ever existed: this is complete
romanticism. As some friend of mine said, when you are talk
ing about the 18th Century (which, if you were comfortable,
either in England or America, was a nice time to be alive)
when you talk about the 18th Century or lecture about it to
students, you ought to have your hand upon a skull, because
your chances of surviving to 40 were pretty remote; your
chances of seeing more than half your children die before
they were 5 were very large indeed. This was the Eden
which people without any historical realism are always think
ing was fuller of human quality than anything which the in
dustrial and scientific worlds have given us. It won't wash.
There are things we have lost, certainly, through the scientific
revolution of our time. We have lost a certain sense of the
significance of ordinary acts, so a larger proportion of our acts
have become completely automatic than was true of simple
societies. But the idea that there was a paradise from which
we have been driven out is one you can see answered today
by simple and poor people who are living somewhere near the
Eden which the anti-scientific persons are talking about and
who, with their feet, show exactly where they want to go.
Where they want to go is where you in particular have now
come. So that criticism I won't take, but the others I would.
Now, what do we do about it, because I think it is a
mistake to over-subtilize any problem and, particularly, to oversubtilize this problem. It's fairly clear that this is basically a
problem for educators. It can be nothing else. We are not
going to obtain perfection, mankind will never produce again
a large crop of Renaissance men. That's quite impossible. We
are not going to have any more Leonardos: men who were
great artists and very well equipped in the mathematics of
their day. That will not happen. But something can happen.
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It should be possible—and throughout the world, to an extent,
it is happening—it should be possible so to arrange things that
reasonably educated people should at least know something
of the language and something of the experience of the other
culture, the one they are not practising. This seems to be
entirely a task for our primary and secondary schools, because
after that it is usually too late anyway and the chance is gone.
In this country the colleges and universities can do anything
that you want to do, but it seems to a friendly outsider that
your primary and secondary schools are, shall I say (mildly),
somewhat lacking in rigor. Our schools have quite enough
rigor, but unfortunately are specialized almost to the point of
lunacy. And so we have two different deficiencies just at the
point where this problem could at least in part be tackled.
If, for instance, all primary schools in this country started some
sensible mathematics and some scientific teaching, you would
get within ten years people of 18 coming to college who had all
the happiness and ebullience that your education gives them
together with the kind of reasonable grasp of scientific things
on the one side, of literary or humanist things 011 the other,
which the young Communists are now being taught. That
could be done. It needs only an act of will; it needs saying
that education really can be taken by the scruff of the neck.
If we do that, we won't solve the intractable parts of our
problem, but we will have gone a great deal nearer than we
now look like doing.
There is here one genuine difficulty, however, which I
mustn't pass over. It is this. I am afraid, I think, that a not
negligible portion of all intelligent people are something like
mathematically blind. By "mathematically blind" I am de
liberately using a phrase which is intended to suggest "tone
deaf." I happen to be as nearly tone deaf as makes no matter,
and I know that it is a condition about which nothing can be
done. Lots of earnest well-wishers have tried to persuade me
this is not true, have suggested that if only they took my
education in hand I should within six months or six years or
sixteen years be able to appreciate all the great music of the
world. All I can tell them is: "little they know." And I be
lieve that to a very great extent the same is true of a large
part of the highly intelligent population that will go into
mathematics. I wish this were not so; it makes the whole
problem very much more complicated than it need be. But I
still believe it. I know that educators tend to disagree with
me flatly on this; they always attribute it to psychological
blocks, or bad teaching, or bad methods. I am sorry, but I am
not impressed because I know these people and they don't.
And I know people whom we would all in this room regard
as highly intelligent—by any standard which man can reason
ably arrange—who, nevertheless, are as likely to understand
mathematics as I am likely to understand the cooking of
Alaskan Eskimos. There we have to recognize one of the
real ironies of the different constitutions of men. The best
example of mathematical blindness that I can think of is
associated for me with the name of Wallis Budge. Budge was
by no means a fool, in fact he was undoubtedly the best
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Egyptologist in the world, but it would have been an error to
think that he was mathematically gifted. And I remember
when I was a very young man being talked to by a very old
one who had in his youth the uncongenial task of coaching
Budge for the old Cambridge preliminary, or "little-go," ex
amination—which was, I might say, an examination of almost
baffling simplicity. My old friend used to tell the story in
this way: he was a very fine mathematician—he actually had
the top chair at Cambridge at the time I am now talking about—
but he was a lugubrious man; he had very long mustaches
which came down to the middle of his waistcoat; and when he
told this story he looked, if possible, more lugubrious than
usual. And he used to say: "Yes, I remember coaching Budge
for the little-go' examination. And 1 used to say to Budge,
'Budge, if 2X—1, what does X equal?' And Budge would
think, and think, and think, and then Budge would turn his
great, wise eyes at me and answer: -2.' " Well, I don t know
how many Budges there really are, and I suspect it was an
extreme case even by the standards of mathematical blindness,
but 1 am pretty confident there are more than we normally
expect. In my own family we have a very clever child who
is not mathematically blind, but the difference in the speed
and power with which he picks up literary things compared
with mathematical things, although he is exposed to absolutely
equal influences, would, I think, teach some dogmatic educators
a bit of a lesson.
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Symposium guests: Mr. and Mrs. Philip R. Mather.
Behind them is the new Philip R. Mather Hall.

At an honors convocation held in conjunction with
the final session, honorary degrees were conferred
on the participants in the symposium. Shown helow, waiting for the academic procession to form,
are W. H. Thomas, Jr., '36, vice president for
development; Colin Pittendrigh, a symposium asso
ciate; and Charles S. Thornton, professor of biology.
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WI LL, FOR THE MATHEMATICALLY BLIND THERE SEEM TO
me two things to do. First of all, we've got to find out a bit
more about the problem: how many are there, how ineradicable
is it? But having decided that, then I think they can only
learn about science through mediating subjects, through the
social sciences, through parts of biology, and through various
kinds of analogical rather than conceptual teaching. And I
suspect that this is a problem that we ought to spend quite a
bit of time on. There is no use making life hell for the
people who are never going to be able to get through any very
moderate standard of pure mathematics, but we have got to
accept that they arc always going to be slightly shut off from
the full knowledge of the natural world.
Finally, people sometimes ask me: why are you so worried
about this problem? What's it all about? Why not drift
with the tide? Why not let things slip? Obviously these in
stances of the extreme lack of communication are going to
grow upon the human race. To that I'd answer, I think, in
three ways. First, I don't believe any society is going to take
sensible decisions about most of the major problems which
are coming upon us in the next twenty years unless a large
number of the decision makers have at least enough sense of
the language of science to be able to have some intuitive grasp
of what the questions mean. I do not believe that Western so
cieties are going to cope with their problems if everyone making
a decision is having to make it upon the strength of a lawyer's
brief. Unless we have a largish fraction of people in positions
of real power who are not scientifically illiterate, it seems to
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me that we are at a desperate disadvantage and one which
will lead us into bad choices or worse. Second, I believe that
probably science and certainly the arts need the stimulation
and the refreshment which communication can give them. I
have no doubt scientists will have their lives impoverished if
they don't have the benefit of the artistic experience—that
seems to me quite obvious. On the other side, it seems to me
perfectly clear that art will wither on the branch unless it has
the power behind it and the riches of the greatest collective
intellectual movement of our day. I don't mean that I want
all novelists to write about directing power stations or con
ducting experiments in electronics. That is childish; that never
works. What I do want is to have behind the back of the
novelist's mind some of the sense of excitement that the
Elizabethans had at the discovery of the new world. Remember
that was not normally referred to, but was part of their ex
perience, and it gave them the dash and bite and fullness which
transformed their art.
But really neither of these is my fundamental reason. My
fundamental reason is very simple: we have either got to
understand each other or die. We arc members one of an
other; if we let our intellectual world pass into complete
absence of communication, so will much more of our world,
so ultimately will our entire relations with other parts of the
human race. We are members one of another and we haven't
the chance of survival if we cannot live in that spirit. Without
it, we are lost, both as individual beings and as a species.

EDWARD TELLER:
Science and Politics

I

CAME HERE prepared to talk about science and politics
politics being the activity which involves the many. To
begin with, I was interested in science. 1 was not interested
in politics. But in years in which the Nazis came to power
while I was in Germany in years when the second World
War was approaching—it was impossible not to be affected
by politics to some extent.
I want to start this discussion by telling you about a personal
experience which had a decisive influence on me, in this respect.
In early 1939 we had been exposed to a surprising and simple
discovery—the fission of uranium: the fact that with the ad
dition of one of the smallest particles—neutron—the uranium
atom would split in two, liberate a great amount of energy,
and emit more neutrons which could perpetuate the same
process. It was clear to many of us within weeks, days, perhaps
with some people even hours, that this discovery would have
consequences and that probably the first of these consequences
would be destructive. At that time I hesitated for more than
a year before devoting myself in a serious manner to this kind
of a pursuit. And I remember very clearly the day when I
finally made up my mind—it was May 10, 1940. There was
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in Washington—at that time I taught at the George Washing
ton University—a Pan-American Congress. I was invited; but
it was to be something of a political affair and therefore I in
tended not to go. It was also known that President Roosevelt
was to give an introduction. I had never heard or seen him
before—and I never did again. But on the day before the
congress was to meet, Hitler invaded the Netherlands. It was
clear that the President's remarks would have some relevance
to this ominous event, and so I decided to go.
The introduction lasted for twenty minutes. For me it
could easily have been twenty hours. It was Roosevelt's first
timetable talk in which he pointed out how small and therefore
how dangerous our world had become. He talked not to a
scientific congress but to a congress of scientists; and he talked
about the duty of the scientists. He mentioned the fact that
scientists have been blamed for the development of deadly
instruments and then he said that the scientists are not to be
blamed. It is the responsibility of the society as a whole to
see that what is possible should be applied rightly. The duty
of a scientist is to find out and develop what is possible so
that the free societies can defend themselves.
A number of months before that event, Einstein wrote a
letter to the President about nuclear fission. I knew that the
President had taken positive action on that letter. I knew he
was deeply interested, and I felt that what he said was in an
important manner a direct answer to the questions I was asking
myself. My mind was made up at that time, and in the next
twenty years it remained made up. I am convinced that the
duty of the scientist is to explore, is to put to use what he has
found and to explain clearly what he has found so that every
body can understand it. At that point the responsibility of a
scientist as a scientist comes to an end.
EACH OF US—SCIENTISTS, ARTISTS, HUMANISTS, GENERALS,
union men, medical men—is a citizen. Each of us has a voice,
an important voice, but to my mind it is wrong, it is contrary
to our principles of democracy, for any of these groups to
assume a special responsibility. Yet, such a special responsi
bility has been suggested for the scientists. They are the only
ones who are supposed to know what can be done with nuclear
weapons, what can be done with the results of science in a
constructive and a destructive manner. To my mind a state
ment of this kind is on a level with such statements as: "the
question of war should be decided by the military men because
they are the only ones who understand war"; "the laws should
be written by the lawyers because they are the only ones who
understand law."
We believe differently. We believe that in each of these
fields all of us have a valid voice, and if you are too close to
the forest, if you are in the forest, you may be lost and you
very frequently are.
There has been another plea. Our complex world of today
is too difficult for the layman: anyway, the scientists got us
into that mess—let them get us out of it again. Intelligence
has little to do with it; common sense does. Also, intelligence
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is a curious thing—it can be too easily confused with special
ability. A chess player is not necessarily a good musician; and
a man who can write poetry will not necessarily make the right
political decisions. I believe that for the scientists or any
other special group to assume the kind of general responsibility
which is too often implied in today's discussions docs lead to
the end of our democratic way of life.
The sovereign in this country is the common man, and
when he leaves his decisions to the specialist he has abdicated
and he has made a long step toward Plato's Republic—which
basically is an aristocracy and is opposed to democracy. I
would like to illustrate to you how this abdication of the com
mon man works, and how disastrously it works. I'll take one
of the special examples about which all of us have heard.
I will talk to you about fallout from nuclear tests. I will
make a desperate effort to be objective about it and to maintain
a neutrality that implies I am neither for it nor against it; that,
in fact, I have no opinion. I will try to avoid (and I shall not
succeed) suggesting to you any conclusion. What I have in
mind is to discuss with you the procedure we have employed
in the discussion itself. The outstanding fact about the fallout
discussion is that the scientists, the experts who should know
the facts, disagree; and therefore we the people are confused.
I claim that the scientists disagree only because they have been
asked the wrong questions. They have been asked: is fallout
good or bad? is fallout dangerous or not dangerous? I claim
that different questions should have been asked: questions
which are perfectly simple and questions to which the answers
can be and are perfectly simple; and if these questions had
been emphasized the scientists would never have had a chance
to disagree.
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For instance, you can ask how does this world-wide fallout
from nuclear tests compare with cosmic rays which we get
from interstellar space-' with the radiation which we get
from the radioactive substances naturally occurring in our soil r"
which we get from the radioactive materials contained in our
own bodies? If this set of questions had been asked, the
answer would be that fallout is two or three per cent of this
total, natural background, radiation; it may be increasing now
to four per cent, I don't know.
Then you could have asked: is there some quality of this
fallout which clearly distinguishes it from these natural
sources? In a molecule a change of a single atom—the position
of just one atom—can turn the molecule from a healthful
drug into a poison. Is there some such quality distinguishing
the natural effects from this artificial, man-made fallout' The
answer would have been unambiguous. No, there is none.
These high energy rays do not have the key-and-lock effect of
chemistry; they have the effect of a hammer: they break mole
cules. And different types of radiation are not precisely alike:
they may differ from each other by as much as a factor or two
or three but that is all. Certain radioactivities can be and are
deposited in certain parts of our body, but when the comparison
is made this effect has already been taken into account.
THEN YOU CAN PROCEED WITH THE DISCUSSION AND ASK:
well, there is a few per cent increase in radiation, what is the
effect of it? On this point there would be no agreement be
tween scientists and therefore you would have to ask each of
us what he says and why he says it. You would get two types
of answers: one type of answer would be—and here you get
closer to the heart of the problem the effect is so small that

Philip Wiener, moderator of the
symposium; Mrs. Wiener;
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even the bigger, the natural, radioactivity cannot be traced in
its effects; and about the small effects of fallout we do not
know. Others will answer there is a proportionality between
cause and effect: we know that much radiation is harmful; we
have to assume that a little radiation is a little harmful; and
in its effects on many people there will be numerous cases of
serious damage. To this some of us will again reply that ex
periments have been made with animals, rats, and mice, at a
level many hundreds of times greater than fallout, and that
these wretched animals managed to live ten per cent longer.
The proportionality between cause and effect is all right for
simple systems like a pendulum but not necessarily right with
respect to complicated objects like living tissue. So the dis
cussion will go. The other side will again point out that
strict proportionality has been found, definitely demonstrated,
between all levels of radiation and at least one effect, onespecial causation, of mutations. And they will also point out
that the vast majority of mutations are harmful. To this some
on the other side will again reply that while a mutation is
usually harmful, without mutation the living world would not
have developed and further perfection and even adaptation
would become impossible; and that a very small increase of the
natural mutation rate need not be and probably should not be
considered catastrophic.
Is it not on a level like this that the discussion in the press,
in the homes, in everyday understanding should progress,
rather than in headlines, frightening statistics, and simplereplies? All this brings me back to the point which is sup
posedly our theme here—communication.
But I am not
interested in communication between the arts and the sciences.
It has been pointed out in an eloquent way what I will repeat
simply now: art is science, science is art—there is not much
difference. The communication in which I am interested is
the communication between the intellectual and the average man.
We live in a democracy. I have come from a country
which is not and never has been democratic and which now is
farther than ever from any hope of freedom. I don't takedemocracy for granted, and you shouldn't. Because I don't
take democracy for granted, I believe that it is a wonderful
thing, that it has great virtues. One of these great virtues is
that its scale of values is based on the common man. If in this
country something is produced for the average man, like auto
mobiles, it is well produced, produced better than anywhere
else. If you want to get something different, you can pay a
lot for it and you can get something different, but it will be
hardly any better. We have tried and succeeded incredibly in
making life reasonable and decent for the vast majority. We
are trying hard and we shall and should succeed in completing
this process so that a good life can be the birthright of every
person. All this is as it should be, but it has a consequence
which is not so good and which—because it is a natural con
sequence of a good thing—is hard to cure.
Intellectual values are at present not values accepted by
the average man. Intellectual tastes are acquired tastes, and
most citizens have not acquired them. The intellectual is not
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a part of the American community. It is as though the average
man would say to him: you're a fine fellow, go along and play
but please let the rest of us alone. And in order to give a
little emphasis and a little sting to this opinion we are called
names such as highbrow, names which are untranslatable, to
my knowledge, into any other language—including the English
language.
The intellectual has not taken this state of affairs lying
down. His reaction is: All right, you can call me a highbrow;
1 shall be a highbrow; I shall talk in polysyllables which only
I and my closest associates understand. In fact, I often doubt
whether anybody but I understand them, and in some moments
of lucidity I even question whether I understand them myself.
We have stopped playing to an audience and this has
brought about an atomization of the intellectual world. The
universities are no longer universities. They are an accumula
tion, a setting side by side, of independent faculties. The
schism is deep between the intellectual and the average man,
and both science and humanities have become guilty of overspecialization.
I CLAIM THAT ALL THIS IS NOT IN THE NATURE OF THINGS,

and that it is not due to the fact that science has become com
plicated. I claim, with Linus Pauling, that science has become
simple; that the modern generalizations of science allow each
of us to get a decent over-all view of what's cooking in all
parts of this scientific house. New scientific ideas essentially
are not complicated, for the aim and the nature of science is
simplicity. New ideas win a slow acceptance not because they
are complex but because they are strange and unusual. The
natural human reaction to a basically new statement is not to
listen. Relativity is difficult to understand because it is con
trary to what we call common sense, and that, incidentally, is
one of the reasons why children who have not yet been deeply
impressed by these ineradicable grooves of common sense can
understand a new concept, like relativity, so much more easily
than their ciders.
It is the job of scientists to try to put these strange ideas
into simple terms, into attractive terms, into terms which will
carry people along not only intellectually but also emotionally.
Whoever believes that intellect and emotion can be separated
has not, in my opinion, understood either. There has been an
old picture of science, a picture which most people continue
to believe, a picture which you can find in literature, a picture
where physics and machinelike behavior, the iron law of cause
and effect and even our own selves are all a part of an eternal
unchangeable chain. This picture was popularized almost 1000
years ago by a great astronomer, Omar the Tentmaker, and then
many centuries later was taken over into the English language.
I would like to quote to you a few lines which I am sure you
know:
That eternal bowl we call the sky,
Whereunder crawling, cooped, we live and die,
Lift not your hands for help to it, for it
Rolls impotently on as you or I.
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Alan Water man
Robie Macauley, editor of The
Kenyon Review, and Milton
Babbitt, a symposium associ
Edward Teller
Here the pessimistic, the tragic view of determinism has been
formulated in beautiful, in lasting language so that everybody
can understand it.
We have discovered the atomic world. We have found
out that we are closer to the atoms than to the stars. Yesterday
during an informal conversation 1 managed to surprise some
of my discussion partners by telling them that you can smell
a single molecule and see a single quantum of light. The
point is that this atomic world is not deterministic. It is con
trary to what has become common sense, and there is no
tentmaker among us to express these facts in simple, straight
forward, unmathematical language which is compatible with
a thorough knowledge of mathematics. And we have not
managed to make people aware of this new and freer world
in which we live.
I claim that the problem of communication is not the
problem of communication between the scientists and the human
ists: it is a problem of communication between the intellectual
and the average man. I believe that the problem can be solved.
I am sure that the solution is not easy and cannot be presented
in a capsule. I think our ideas about education, about liberal
education, should change. Today we believe that everybody
should know quite a bit and we judge our students very
frequently by the things they have failed to learn. To me this
idea is dreadful, because I am so thoroughly aware of the fact
that the knowledge of all of us, all of the time, back in history
and in the future, will remain incomplete. The only kind of
thing that can promise a very complete knowledge is a comput
ing machine.
I believe that we should be satisfied in our schools to give
very general ideas about all the important things, starting with
reading and writing—and not necessarily going through the
multiplication table in such a way that the student will never
make a mistake (I say that a little bit selfishly because occasion
ally I make mistakes when I multiply). But we should make
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every effort to expose our children to the most surprising
ideas that have come up in the various fields. Just as, these
days, we rightly teach them music appreciation, we should teach
them science appreciation.
And then we should instill into our children, as a comple
ment and compensation for this free and easy way of teaching,
a feeling for a requirement, and that requirement is that every
one of us must become excellent in some special way. No
human being is a complete human being unless he is excellent
in some limited field in which he happens to be very much
interested. That field may be physics or football, it may be
music, language, or history. We should encourage excellence
from the first grade onward. I think the great problem of the
schools today is the proper coexistence of generalization and
specialization. I feel that science has a lot to gain from this
procedure, because we live in a world where many of the
decisions will have to be decisions connected with science.
Unless the average man, the average man who is the rightful
sovereign in our democratic society, has an ear for science,
unless we can achieve that, I do believe that we are heading
for trouble.

BROOKS ATKINSON:
Critic at Large

Gam bier, Ohio

SIR CHARLES PERCY SNOW STARTED IT. DELIVERING THE
illustrious Rede Lecture (fee S30) in England about two and
a half years ago, he said that humanists are illiterate in science
and vice versa. Since scientists now make decisions that affect
the future of mankind, he regards the schism between the two
cultures as dangerous and possibly fatal.
Over a golden autumn week-end, six sages in science and
the humanities discussed a variation of Sir Charles' thesis at
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Kenyon College, which is a long way from Khrushchev. "Com
munication Between the Arts and the Sciences" was the theme.
Having made his fundamental statement in the Rede Lecture,
Sir Charles had little to add. A tall, bulky, owl-faced Briton,
who looks like a cross between Phil Silvers and P. G. Wodehouse, he spent most of the symposium heaped in his chair,
listening to various comments on what one of his countrymen
has dubbed "Snow's hand grenade."
Because of the professional unction that learned men have
for one another, it was usually difficult to detect the issue. As
the hours passed agreeably, art seemed to be science and science
art, as Dr. Edward Teller remarked in the final speech. A
visitor found himself looking enviously at the surveyor who
was checking the masonry in the new science building going
up next door. The surveyor was leveling without courtesy or
emotion.
But Brand Blanshard, Professor Emeritus of Philosophy at
Yale, did make a statement. He said that, in a college cur
riculum, the humanities illuminate the knowledge that will
enable a student "to live the fullest and most satisfactory life."
Referring obliquely to Sir Charles' provocative lecture, lie said:
"If you ask me which I would rather have in a community—a
man who knew what mass and acceleration were or even the
second law of thermodynamics ... or a man who could enter
fully into Hamlet' or Lear,' I would choose the latter." Science
leaves values alone, he remarked, adding: "But man cannot
afford to leave values alone, and therefore a purely scientific
education is a defective one."
This flat statement shocked one unidentified member of
the audience who was so angry, he said, that he could hardly
collect his thoughts. An engineer sent an indignant written
protest the next day. At a later session, Milton Babbitt of
Princeton put a curse on both houses for their illiteracy in
music. The battle of the books was on.
To Dr. Teller, one of the pioneers in producing the
thermonuclear bomb, the great failure of communication today
is less between the scientist and the artist or humanist than
between the intellectual and the common man. Obviously
troubled by the criticism directed at anyone involved in the
bomb, he argued that the scientist's responsibility ends with
his explanation of what he has done. The use made of his
work is, in Dr. Teller's opinion, a political decision for the
common man. It is the duty of the intellectual, he said, to
communicate the new facts of life to the common man.
There was some peripheral discussion of fall-out, which
Dr. Teller regards as a small percentage added to the radiation
that everyone normally accumulates from natural sources. Sir
Charles, a physicist as well as a novelist, endorsed Dr. Teller's
statement about fall-out. Doubtless it will affect some people
with leukemia or mutations, he said. He left the comfortable
impression that it will not affect intellectuals.
Over the week-end the visitors, faculty, students and
community had a pleasant interlude in time. Nobody under
mined the soundness of Sir Charles' original thesis, although
many soothing things were said. Dr. Teller finally put every-
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thing into a correct perspective in a succinct answer to a
student's question. Since men today are troubled by their
position in and relation to the universe, the student asked:
"Don't you think the scientist should explain it to him?"
He
should if he could. I can't," Dr. Teller replied. And so the
symposium returned to God, who had been in charge when
it began.
(Reprinted from The New York Times, November 3, 1961)

C. P. IVES:
Extraordinary Fellows

Gam bier, Ohio

SCIENTISTS," SAID SIR CHARLES PERCY SNOW, A SCIENTIST,
"have the future in their bones." Not at all, responded
Sidney Kaplan, a professor of fine arts, "scientists will have
only their bones in the future."
The exchange was a lighter reflection of the very sober
theme discussed here at a Kenyon College symposium: "Com
munication between the arts and the sciences." The discussion
arose out of the Rede lecture at Cambridge University in 1959,
delivered by Sir Charles. His lecture title was "The Two
Cultures" and his disturbing point was that scientists didn't
know the humanities, that artists and literary men didn't know
science, that the two camps could no longer communicate much
less close ranks in an already long overdue re-energizing of the
Western world against the quite unprecedented perils con
fronting it in the East and in general.
As it happened, Sir Charles's warning had special force:
besides being a distinguished physicist, he is a distinguished
novelist who is married to a distinguished novelist. Because
of this footing in both the two cultures—so much firmer than
that achieved by most scientists and artists-—the Rede lecture of
1959 attracted world-wide attention. Kenyon College, home
of the Kenyon Review and among the choicest of privately
endowed liberal arts colleges, has staged a series of symposiums
on contemporary issues and so Sir Charles's theme was a
natural for the Kenyon symposium of 1961.
There were five members of the symposium and a moder
ator. The moderator was Philip Paul Wiener, professor of
philosophy at the City University of New York. The members
were Sir Charles, Extraordinary Fellow (the phrase, while liter
ally descriptive, also happens to be a formal academic title) at
Churchill College, Cambridge University; Brand Blanshard,
professor emeritus of philosophy at Yale; Alan Tower Water
man, director of the National Science Foundation; James Storr
Ackerman, professor of fine arts at Harvard; and Edward Teller,
professor of physics-at-large, University of California, and
director of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. Then there
were eight symposium associates, all professors and about
evenly divided between the sciences and the humanities. Pro
fessor Kaplan, the man who disagreed with Sir Charles about
science, the future and bones, was one of the associates and
they conducted discussions on what the principals said.

It was apparent before the meeting was very old that while
the members agreed with Sir Charles that scientists and arts
people ought to commune more together, several doubted that
the cleavage between the two camps was as broad or as deep
as Snow insisted. Professor Ackerman argued that in the
deepest and highest sense there was hardly any cleavage at all.
Modern science and advanced art are alike in rejecting "common
sense" and traditional notions about the real world and in
groping after new concepts for comprehending it. On
matters of principle the two camps are pretty much one;
Ackerman conceded that in techniques and content there
were differences which did indeed look like the alienation
that troubled Sir Charles.
Professor Blanshard thought that the process of creation in
the sciences was exactly like that in the arts—a scientist
imagining an hypothesis subsequently demonstrated, behaved
much like the artist or poet in a comparable act of concept and
then ol execution. If the artist failed to communicate his
execution to scientists or other people then Blanshard thought
that reduced his standing as an artist. Blanshard accepted
special guilt for philosophy which, historically the bridge of
bridges among intellectual disciplines, had now fallen into a
good deal ol fragmentation.
Dr. Waterman stressed the difference between science and
mere technology. Was not the worst of the estrangement be
tween art and science at the lower technological levels rather
than among the top artists and scientists? Certainly pure
science and the arts were in the same boat when it came to
promoting private or public funds for research or instruction:

donors slighted both to underwrite mere technological and
engineering projects with better chance of immediate pay-off.
It was with Dr. Teller that the discourse reached top pitch
and topical urgency. He found the intellectuals in both cul
tures tending to overpessimism. When he was a boy he read
science fiction, with Jules Verne his favorite author. He reads
science fiction no more, though he would like to. Why doesn't
he? One emerged from the scientific fiction of his youth ex
claiming, How wonderful! Out of the science fiction of today
one exclaims, How horrible!
But it is not so, said Teller: the dangers of fallout are
exaggerated, the prospects of total extinction of the race even
in nuclear war even more so. It is certain beyond doubt that
humanity will survive whatever lies ahead. Build shelters,
yes, he said in response to a question, and be of good heart:
let the common man exercise sovereignty in large policy mat
ters, let him resist every temptation to abdicate to a scientific
or any other kind of elite.
Obviously, as Sir Charles Snow demurred, the common man
needs more education to discharge the heavy responsibilities
put upon him by the democratic premises, said Teller. Let him
be educated so he and the artists and the scientists can commune
and together learn again to hope.
Answering a questioner, Teller barely touched considerations
worthy of a whole new Kenyon symposium for adequate devel
opment: asked if science and spirituality were compatible, he
said it was not only respectable to say so, not only defensible,
but necessary.
(Reprinted from The Sun, Baltimore, November 4. 1961)
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Facing the camera: the Rev.
Albert Mollegen, a sympos
ium associate.
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James Ackerman presenting his summation at the final
session of the Symposium.

THE KENYON SYMPOSIUM ON "COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE ARTS AND THE SCIENCES"
WAS SUPPORTED BY GENEROUS GRANTS FROM THE INLAND STEEL-RYERSON FOUNDATION
AND THE ESSO EDUCATION FOUNDATION
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SCRIBES RECORDING THE NUMBER OF HEADS OF
THE SLAIN (FROM AUSTEN HENRY LAYARD'S
-NINEVEH AND ITS REMAINS"; LONDON, JOHN
MURRAY, 1849). SEE TEXT, P. 23.
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BUSINESS AS USUAL IN ANCIENT ASSYRIA

T

HE YEAR was 663 B.C. The month was Tashritu,
equivalent to our September. The place was the city
of Nineveh, the capital of Assyria. A scribe, Nabu-ahhe-shulum
by name, pressed into the wet clay of his tablet the inventory
of the precious stones in his depot. Some of the lines of his
tablet read as follows:
2 pearls
2 jasper stones
1 cylinder-seal of girim-hilibu stone
} of lapis lazuli to Aziriau the bodyguard
i C
1 ditto to Man-ki-sharri the chief soothsayer

This tablet was then stacked in a file with thousands of
like tablets, where it rested quietly until the world-shaking
year of 612 B.C. At that time, a coalition of Medes, a people
called Umman-manda, and Chaldean Babylonians laid seige to
the then-2000-year-old city of Nineveh and razed it to the
ground. This ended forever the political history of Assyria,
and it was wiped out as a state and as a people. Our tablet
was buried underneath a pile of rubble.
The Babylonian writers of that time described this battle
in the sparse language of their official chronicles:
A strong attack was made against the city, and in the month of
Abu, the [ ]th day, the city was captured ... a great defeat of
the chief people was made.
The great spoil of the city and temple they carried off and
turned the city into a ruin-mound and a heap of debris.

We can get some idea of the deep feelings of the small
nations who had been under the yoke of Assyria, in reading
these lines from the biblical book of Nahum, which describe
the fall of Nineveh:
Woe to the bloody city!
It is all full of lies and rapine;
The prey does not depart.
Hark! the whip, and hark! the rattling of wheels;
And prancing horses, and bounding chariots;
The horsemen charging,
And the flashing sword, and the glittering spear;
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And a multitude of slain, and a heap of carcasses;
And there is no end of the corpses,
And they stumble upon their corpses . . .

Nineveh, the once-proud city, head of one of the most
far-flung and longest-lasting states of world history, lay in
ruins. Time went on, and the world gradually forgot that
it had ever existed. A succession of warring and eager con
querors rode past these ruins as the years passed. The Achaemenian Persians, the Parthians, the Sassanian Persians, the
Arabs, and several waves of Turkish groups—all these rode
by the ruin-mound of Nineveh to fulfill their destinies.
Then came the advent of modern archaeology. In the year
1820, Mr. Claudius Rich, who had been political Resident
for the British East India Company in Baghdad, found himself
in the north-Iraq town of Mosul. He became interested in
the great mounds on the opposite bank of the Tigris, which the
Muslims of the area described as containing "the idols of the
infidels." He was especially attracted to the largest mound
of the group, which the Turks called Kouyunjik. He spent some
time digging in the rubbish there, and turned up pottery and
some bricks with wedge-shaped, neatly-drawn figures on them.
Rich described these findings in his journals, and they ex
cited the curiosity of a handful of adventurers, thus intensifying
the mild interest which was already being directed toward
Babylonian and Assyrian antiquities. Only a few men, how
ever, ventured to make the long journey to the interior of the
Near East and, once there, to brave the arbitrary anger of the
Pasha of Mosul.
One of the most determined of these early explorers was
Austen Henry Layard, whose two volumes, Ninevah and
Its Remains, were published in London in 1849. There he
describes work at several mounds along the Tigris. Among other
things he uncovered huge reliefs of bulls with wings and human
heads, but, since no provision had been made for transportation,
he sadly records that lie had to cover them up again.
Layard's work interested the British Museum, and while
still in Iraq he received a grant to continue it, although the

grant was "scarcely adequate to the objects in view." This was
the beginning of archaeology on a professional basis in Mesopo
tamia. Soon other workers were sending monuments, clay
tablets, vessels, and inscribed bricks to the British Museum in
increasing numbers. One of these shipments of tablets con
tained the inventory quoted at the beginning of this article. It
is listed as number K.23 in the Museum's Kouyunjik collection.
The flurry of interest in England in Assyrian studies
brought forth the Rev. C. H. W. Johns, who published handcopies (without translation!) of 1140 of the tablets from
Kouyunjik in his book Assyrian Deeds and Documents (four
volumes, 1898). Some of these texts have been translated
and commented upon in the past 60 years; I myself have been
engaged in working on some 450 of them—the most difficult
ones—that previous researchers have passed over.
W^HAT SORT OF CIVILIZATION WAS THAT OF ANCIENT ASSYRIA?

What were their aspirations as a people, their hates, their
gripes? What did they contribute to the inheritance of human
ity? What were the people themselves like? Did they laugh
at the same things that we do? What did they eat at the
dinner table? What were their daily wages?
The questions that have been asked here are basic, but
they are extremely difficult to answer. Yet we are slowly,
piece by piece, picking up bits of their culture which enable
us to fill in the blanks. The official annals of the Assyrian
kings have been partially understood for years. We know
the details of the campaigns of Sargon II in Syria and Palestine.
We know the number of enemies slaughtered by such monarchs
as Tiglath-pileser III, Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon. Political
history has always appealed to researchers.
There is another history, however, lying below the surface
of political life. This tells of the common man, of what his
little world was made, what he did from day to day, why he
divorced his wife. It is this life that is the most difficult to
extract from ancient records. This is so, first, because of the
immense number of technical terms with which one needs to
deal here and, second, because previous scholars have, for
the most part, bypassed this plodding type of study to go on
to the more exotic one involving kings and battles. Thus it is
that there are not many previous studies of this type upon
which one can build.
As an example of the difficulties involved, one may use
the translation of the few lines presented at the beginning of
this article. We know what pearl and jasper are, but what is
girim-hiltbu stone? To find out, we have to read many mis
cellaneous texts which mention it, and try to glean something
from their contents. We find out from one Assyrian text that
it looks like the fruit of a pomegranate tree. Another of the
7th Century B.C. describes it as coming "from the interior
of the mountains," which does not help much. Another lists it
with seven other stones as "charms for procuring happiness.'
We turn then to the etymology of the word girim-hilibu
itself. Fortunately it is a word whose elements are more or
less known: girim refers to a type of fruit, perhaps a berry
(this would check with the stone's appearance mentioned above) ;

hilibu comes from a name for the nether world. Therefore, a
tentative translation of the name of this stone is hell's
berry." This final conclusion, however, does not help us at
all, for we want to equate the stone with one of our presentday names. Is it a carnelian, a ruby, a garnet? We do not
know, and we have gone as far as we can in this search until
some new tablet mentioning this stone is forthcoming. Our
original question has not been answered.
This discussion exemplifies the obstacles confronting the
researcher in this field. The same problem comes up with
respect to the two other names in the above translation: body
guard and chief soothsayer. We do not know very much
about the function or the way of living of men practising
these professions.
If one does not ask too many questions, the 400-odd tablets
from Kouyunjik copied by Johns, and others of the same type
that have been published, can partially satisfy one's curiosity
about Assyrian everyday life. The tablets are miscellaneous in
nature, and nowhere in them do we find the literary type of
writing that we have in the royal annals. But here in these
dry documents is hidden the real Assyrian, the common man.
Rather than talk about the tablets, however, let us see what
they themselves say.
Tablet 79-7-8,310 lists several fields,
with their seed
capacity, their owners' names, and where they are located. The
capacities are from 100 to 150 homers. The homer varied from
80 to 134 liters, depending upon what standard was used, so
here we have fields that can be planted with two and threetenths to five and seven-tenths bushels. We do not know
what grain was used for the standard. The localities of all

A typical Assyrian king. From Layard; see text, p.22.
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the towns given are unknown, but they arc thought to be
north of Nineveh.
Scholars have decided that the grain must be that for seed
rather than harvested grain, because the latter would not Im
practical as a standard and, besides, this amount of harvested
grain per field would not seem to be worth the effort. Assuming,
then, less percentage germination than we have in this country,
this amount would represent fields of from five to ten acres.
We may picture each of the Assyrian towns surrounded by
small fields of this size. This tablet has given us an extremely
valuable bit of information.
1 ablet K.12 32 lists a stock of animals belonging to Tabgi.
1 he animals passed through the temple's [?] hands on the
sixth day of the month Tcbctu (our December-January) in
the year 6H3 H.C. Tabgi gave thirty-eight ranis, one ewe that
had lambed, twenty yearling sheep, two stud rams, six nanny
goats, three that had kidded, and two stall-asses. This may
have been a tax to the temple, but one cannot be certain.
Often the tablets arc found broken or in some way defaced.
This is not surprising, because the material used for them was
common mud. The scribe wrote on the mud while it was m
a plastic condition, impressing with the end of a reed stylus
his wedge-shaped syllables. The mud tablet was then stored
somewhere to dry. Important documents were kiln-dried for
greater strength, but these with which we are dealing were of
the everyday variety, and were dashed off in large numbers
and so not well cared for.
Even though tablet K.1143 is broken at the beginning, at
the end, and along the right side, we can still learn a good
deal from it. It describes what is apparently a list of rations
given to several kinds of temple officials Unfortunately we
do not know for how long a period this food is to last. Among
the lines that arc readable we find:
23 t/.i nf flour

and in r/.i of heer to 60 storekeepers { ']

I'1 f* of flour

and 3 </<» of beer to the USH.IIDU, the

male singers and the female singers
1 </./ of flour

and 3 </,< of beer to the Babylonian

2 qa of flour

for the slaves

I he (/a was about a liter, and a working assumption would
be that this ration was for one day. If this is the case, each
of the storekeepers would have enough flour for a fairly large
loaf of bread and enough beer for a small glass. Whether
they had other income or not we have no way of knowing.
I lie Babylonian could make about six loaves of bread, and
about eight steins of beer. Me came out much better.
K.1339 is a long tablet of 137 lines, written in four neat
columns. It is simply a list of names and their corresponding
professions. I'he document will illustrate the complexity of
this society. Many of the titles cannot be translated into corres
ponding professions in our world, but among those that can we
read these: the turner of the face (probably the chamberlain);
the holder of the reins" (the charioteer); the groom; the
wagonmaster; "the overseer of the lands"; "the third man on
the battlewagon" (perhaps the armor-bearer) ; the scribe: the
magician; the doorkeeper; "the one of the feet" (perhaps
equivalent to a footman); the baker.
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Nor ON THIS TABLET BUT SCATTERED THROUGHOUT OTHER
writings arc these professions: "bird-watcher (not the presentday variety, but one who predicted the future through obser
vation of the flights of birds) ; the fisherman; the boatsman;
the wine prt-sser; the chief inspector (who apparently watched
over the work done on the royal properties); the chief perfume
maker (the perfume not going to the ladies but to the temple
for incense); the fuller; the interpreter; the lapidary; the
mayor; the "good manager" (a kind of administrative official);
the brewer; and hundreds of others.
Sm 1()()1 is a badly-broken tablet having something to do
with construction, for we find lines like the following:
a

S2-c<>ui\c brick

wall of

the city of Kalah

10 complete towers
93 90 HH
1 1 complete log beams
a 53-brick terrace

The word translated "terrace" may be a separate part of
the house, perhaps a wing. In another difficult tablet, it
scx-nis to have stairs. The line with the numbers is a mysterious
one. It has something to do with the measurement of the
towers, and perhaps may refer to the number of courses of
brick in them, but this is only a guess.
Several tablets list Assyrian jewelry, with weight and
value. We read of gold hand-rings, arm-bracelets, gold pec
torals. "small" necklaces (our chokers?), seed-shaped beads.
These vary in value from one pound of silver to one and onehalf pounds of gold. Since the purity of these is not known,
the values cannot be expressed in today's money.
One's surprise at the variety of goods listed is heightened
when one remembers that these inventories were made about
2600 years ago, even before Greek and Roman civilizations
dominated the Mediterranean basin. The SCTIIK- working in
a depot where these gcxnls were delivered must have had to
have a broad knowledge accurately to record the input of
such a miscellany. We catch him only occasionally in a
spelling error or an erasure.
Tablet K.M49 concerns amounts of cloth assigned to
several recipients. The first line reads "linen account" and
some of the subsequent lines are:
30 talents for

Nineveh

10 talents for

the New-

bodyguard

3 talents for the New Palace of the city of Kalah
20 talents for the Queen s Palace
22 talents of red wool
2 talents of flax-pieces

A talent is about 60 pounds, so these are fairly substantial
amounts. Much of this is apparently assigned to the weavers
of garments. The names of the different kinds of garments
are mostly untranslatable. The gammidu garment can be of
wool, and the name may mean "shrunken." The guleiiu garment
is a sort of coat, and can be of wool. The cognate word in
other Semitic languages indicates that it is a wrap-around, a
shapeless coat.
Particularly difficult for the translator are the many names for
containers and vessels. There are at least eighteen different names

in these texts—and this number is small compared to those
found on lists of names made by the Assyrians elsewhere. The
"dictionary" of the ancient Assyrians, parts of which have been
discovered, lists 336 different kinds of containers. These terms
are often highly technical, and this is not surprising when we
consider some of our own words, such as cup, dish, mug,
goblet, jug, jar, bowl, glass, tureen, vase, bucket, and so on.
K.707 gives us an almost complete picture of one inventory
of different kinds of beer. Shakiria the brewer delivered to
the queen, on the seventeenth day of the month, a two iutu
container of babburtu beer, one of amuntu beer, one of pome
granate beer, and one of groats beer. No guesses illuminate
the meaning of bahburtu, which is also the name of a raven.
Perhaps this beer is as black as a raven. From other sources
we know of a beer designated "dark," and that called "whitish."
Two iu/m arc about twenty liters approximately eighteen
quarts. If this is a daily ration for the queen, it was probably
not consumed personally but doled out to her officials. Wc
wish wc- hail some knowledge of the simple question of howmuch beer the queen drank each day, but so far no tablet
known to me divulges this secret.
The beer industry in Assyrian times was a highly-developed
one. An official list of beers found at Kouyunjik gives 137
different varieties, but there arc probably overlapping terms
here. Some of the titles seem sensible to us, while others
confuse the whole issue. We read of beer with a head, beer
which has been stirred, mother-brew, green-malt, and "beer
from hell "
,
,
.
,
.
Only a few 1pieces of art from Assyria showing people
drinking beer have come down to us. It is surprising that in
each case the picture shows men sucking up the beer from a
large jar, about two feet high, through long, curved tubes.
The
These tubes seem to be about four or five feet in lengtl
significance of this way of doing things is unknown.
Till HI IC III KS ol ANC II NT ASS3 RIA DEVISED THB SAME CUTS

of meat as we have which isn't surprising, of course, since
the shape of cattle hasn't changed since that time. Wc read
of shoulder-cuts, sides of beef, kidneys, hearts, stomachs, rumpcuts, breast-meat, chine, and neck. How they preserved their
meat is unknown. I have not yet discovered the word for
salt in these tablets. We know that in older times than these,
salt was used for the preservation of fish. There was a pro
fession called "salt-man." The very word in Assyrian for
salt is the same as the word for "goodness, meaning possibly
that salt was needed cither to make food good (tasty) or to
keep food good (a preservative).
An almost complete, short tablet—K.837—lists the produce
from the farm of one man, a certain Asshur-ahhe-eriba. which
he brought to the temple on the twenty-third day. It docs
not state which month or year. The load was brought in on
two wagons, and contained [ ] numbers of loin cuts from
two bulls; entrails, intestines, kidney, and heart from one
sheep; three two-sulu jars (about eighteen quarts) of binbinu
seed for seasoning; and one homer (about two and eight-tenths
bushels) of sesame seed. Three lines, listing other produce.

art broken. This is perhaps the load which this farmer brings
into town on a typical trip.
One of the tablets- K.833 is not without its human side.
Its sparse language reminds one of the cruelties of that day:
38 boys 3 mm
II boys -t mik
40 boys 3 mm
28 boys wrancxl
23 boys on nulk
total 172 boys
8 8"b 3 mm
22 £"'* 4 mm
3v 8*'b 3 mm
17 XII Is weaned
23 X"h on milk
total 121 X"h
slaves for the country of Qua

The rulu is a measurement of length, but we do not know
its exact equivalent. Some have guessed that it is about one
foot. Here arc boys and girk. classified according to height,
impersonally. The careful scribe even indicates the little
children who have just been weaned, and the babies still nursing.
All of them arc assigned to be slaves for a foreign country.
The scrilscs who made the entries on these tablets were not
the lightly-schooled clerks of our society, but well-educated
persons. This was made necessary by the astounding complexity
of the Assyrian system of writing. It was a system borrowed
by the Assyrians and Babylonians from the Sumerians, a highlycultured people who lived in Southern Iraq from about 3300
on, and whose borders were contiguous with those of the
.
Semitic-speaking people to the north.
Their system of writing consisted of a syllabary, rather
than an alphabet, as we have. I his means that to write down
such a word as autumn, a type of beer listed above, they needed
to write only the syllable-sign for a, that for mu, and again
that for mu. In our system we have to write five signs. That
makes the total number of signs that they had to write less
than ours. The advantage of our system, however, is that only
twenty-six separate signs need to be memorized, whereas their
scribes had to learn a staggering number of about 600 some
of them highly complex in structure. Furthermore, most signs
could stand for more than one value. "Hie sign for mu.
for instance, could also stand for ibum, or /</, or that. To
be sure, these latter values did not occur very often, but
they were used frequently enough to cause the scribe to learn
3000 or so sign-values before he was competent enough to
handle any writing assignment that came to him. As one might
suspect, modern-day students of this language go through as
many pains in learning it as the ancient scribes must have.
In addition to these problems of Assyrian writing, one
more arises that has no modern parallel. Before a technical
term for a beer, or a vessel, or a city name, or any one of
hundreds of other categories, this writing used what is called
a determinative" or semantic indicator." This is a sign
which means in itself, in that one sign, the name of the
category. Thus, in front of the three signs a-mu-mu. one finds
the determinative for beer. This is not pronounced when the
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tablet is read out loud; it is merely an indicator to warn the
reader that the next word is to be the name of a beer.
A problem arises for the modern student of Assyrian when
he does not recognize the sign for beer, for this sign is com
monly used also for the syllable b't. Thus the unwary reader
might hurry into the word, and read bi-a-mu-mu, and would
find no such word in the dictionary, and no note by a helpful
editor pointing the way to the correct reading.
All of these signs (see below), when used by the Sumerians,
were pictures of the things they represented. As the centuries
went on, these pictures came to be more and more stylized.
There are many other interesting phases of Assyrian life.
Their trading was a much vaster enterprise than one might
at first expect. One segment of it revolved around the temple
in each city, and had done so for more than 1000 years before
the Kouyunjik tablets. As long ago as the 19th Century B.C.
there was a small colony of Assyrian merchants in an Asia
Minor town called Kanish. This is near the center of presentday Turkey, a few miles west of Kayseri. Most of the tablets
excavated on that site, first by the British and then by the
Turks, are business letters. They concern money owed, ship
ment receipts, unmet schedules, and complaints about prices.
THE ASSYRIAN COLONISTS AT KANISH BOUGHT METALS FROM
the natives, shipped them 500 miles southeast to Assyria, by
caravan, and the home office paid for them with lead and
textiles. Much of the business seems to have been in the hands
of a few large families. We read of problems common to all
times. One letter complains that on the previous several
shipments the writer had been shortchanged two shekels each
time. Unless the debt is made up soon he will suspend trade
altogether. Another letter charges that twice before the writer
had reminded the recipient that the latter did not send the
ten minas (about ten pounds) of silver, and that he should
send it immediately, because the writer will not "do you a
favor." He is saying, in essence, that the debt remains, and
no amount of persuasion will cause him to change it. These
passages, taken from an older Assyrian group of traders, show
the tradition of business with these people.
Coming back to the life of the 8th and 7th centuries, we
find that many of the goods were delivered to a temple. To

say that the economy of the country revolved around the
temple is to say more than we actually know. In many instances,
however, the temple collected the goods, which were, therefore,
a kind of tax. A typical delivery is listed on tablet 82-5-22,39One bull, ten sheep, one "large bird" to be brought to the
door of the inner room of the temple; one bull, ten sheep,
one "large bird" to this door; two bulls, one "young one," thirty
sheep, two "large birds" for the temple of Ishtar; a total of
four bulls, one "young one," 50 sheep, and four "large birds."
Sacrifices for the month Abu (our July-August), the eleventh
day. The names in quotations are inexact designations. I do
not know the precise animal or bird referred to.
The goddess Ishtar to whom some of these fauna go is the
Assyrian prototype of the Greek Aphrodite and the Latin
Venus. She was one of the three or four main deities, having
the function of love and war. A great list of deities from one
of the Assyrians' own dictionaries numbers 2500 entries. Of
these the common man must have been able to cope with only
a handful. The state, for practical purposes, would only be
able to have temples for four to eight of these. Ishtar's
temple was in the main Assyrian and Babylonian cities. The
great gate to the city of Babylon, behind which were the
"Hanging Gardens," was called the "Ishtar Gate." Her history
has been traced back to the earliest times among the Sumerians
of Southern Mesopotamia. Excavations made this past year
show that on the site of one of her temples in the holy city of
Nippur she was worshipped continuously for 2800 years! This
is some sort of a world's record.
Ishtar's association with the planet Venus, the brightest
"star" in the sky, caused the Greeks, who inherited this idea,
to use the word aster for star. Thus our own word "star" is
probably taken from the name of the ancient Mesopotamian
goddess Ishtar.
What did Assyrian scribes and merchants look like? Most
of the pictures one sees are of the king, an austere, broadshouldered individual with a heavy, squared, plaited beard. He
wears a truncated hat and a fringed garment which hangs
straight down, reaching his ankles. His feet are shod in topless
sandals, leaving the toes bare. He leans on a stick in one
hand, and rests his other on a scabbard.
This was the ideal, the hero. The common man resembled
this high figure, but had his own characteristics. At Kouyunjik

EVOLUTION OF THE ASSYRIAN SIGN FOR "BEER"

d>

(1) The sign for "beer"
in the Sumerian language
of about 3500 B.C.; a pic
ture, scratched on rock, of
the standard beer container

Drawings by the author
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(2) When the Sumerians
began to use wet clay for
their writing material about 2400 B.C., onto which
wedge-shaped forms were
pressed, the sign was sim
plified and rotated 90 de
grees

(3) About 1800 B.C. the
sign was further simplified
by the Assyrians

(4) Finally, from about
1300 B.C. on, this is the
sign which appears on the
tablets

As AN EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF THIS SIGN, THE WHOLE WORD
FOR

AMIJMU'

BEER (THAT IS, "BEER-A-MU-MU") IS WRITTEN:

o—4

t^L

there is a picture of two scribes taking inventory of the heads
of the slain as they are brought in by warriors. One of the
scribes has a beard with curls; the other is clean-shaven. They
wear a simple garment without imprint, having short sleeves
and a skirt falling to knee length. Heavy stocking-shoes, going
halfway up the calf, complete the uniform. The faces are
expressionless.
A fragment of another picture showing a groom leading a
horse presents a square-shouldered, muscular person with plaited
hair at the back of the neck and plaited beard. The mouth is
small, as are the ears, the nose is very slightly aquiline, and
the eyebrows are heavy.
One picture has a Byzantine-like simplicity. It shows a
fisherman standing in a small pool hooking one of five fish
that surround him in a quarter-circle. Each object is drawn
two-dimensionally, and in the same plane. Five palm trees
are around the pool. Two fish escape down a narrow outlet.
The fisherman wears a plain, unmarked garment with short
sleeves and skirt above the knees. He is barefooted. A band
around his hair divides the usual plaited beard and back of
the hair from the straight hair on top. Riding high on his back
and strapped to his shoulders is a wicker basket containing
other fish. The water is stylized with squares containing blocks
of alternately horizontal and vertical lines. The land is in
dicated by contiguous wavy lines stretching out horizontally.
With a spare use of line, the artist has still presented a feeling
of action.
To sum up, we have seen that our present image of Assyrian
business life comes from thousands of small details picked up
haphazardly from the tablets which by accident have come
down to us. Many details are missing, but these are gradually
being filled in as more and more texts are translated.
It would be easy to find a close similarity between their
life and ours. They had an excellent bookkeeping system, and
the scribes recorded every item and its source in neat, system
atic writing. In a miscellaneous collection like that from
Kouyunjik we find entries concerning beer and wine, birds,
many different kinds of vessels, cattle, fish, vegetables, grain,
garments, geography, religious offerings, horses, farms and
houses, temples, leather goods, the metal industry, oil, titles
of professions, objects of reed, slaves, precious and semi
precious stones, transport, wooden items, and cloth. All of
these sound familiar to us.
They, too, had a top-heavy administration, with many
employees of the central government. We read of the "placer"
of the queen and the "placer" of the king's son, the "giver of
the bread," the vizier of the king, the vizier of the queen, the
"turner of the face" of the king's son, the eunuch of the
queen-mother, the chief inspector, the chief cupbearer, "he
who is before the palace," the chief plowman, the chief shep
herd, and hundreds of others. These were perhaps paid not
only in taxes but in booty taken by war.
THEY, AS WELL AS WE, HAD A RISING ECONOMY. IN THE FEW
places where changes in prices can be traced in Mesopotamia,
almost all show price increases in the period studied. These

would increase more and more until war brought about an
overthrow of the government, or, as another end result, a
king would declare a "Liberty." This "Liberty" was a decree
announcing that all debts were cancelled, from the greatest to
the least. Thus everyone could start out all over again, and
prices would adjust themselves accordingly. The utter simpli
city of this system makes the present-day economist wince, and
it is true that there may have been adjustments in the system
which gave a dispensation to hardship cases. The Hebrew
people had a similar system, and may have borrowed it from
Mesopotamia. The Jubilee described in the twenty-fifth chapter
of Leviticus had this "Liberty" effect. We can see why the
people were so overjoyed on that day!
It would be a mistake, however, to conclude from a few
similarities that we are merely atavistic followers of the Assyrian
materialist. We might make a large list of differences, also.
Some of their few people who reached what may be termed
a bourgeois or comfortable-merchant class were dependent upon
the needs of the temple. An amazing wealth of animals,
jewelry, food, and slaves poured into the temple's depots.
Trade was restricted if the day was found in the omens to be
"inauspicious." Some of the merchants acted as private busi
nessmen, it is true, and so would resemble in part the modern
profession. But even they were limited by their lack of edu
cation, the large number of deities they had to propitiate, and
their fear of invasion by barbaric tribes on the border.
In general, it was his viewpoint on magic and religion that
separated the ancient Assyrian from us. He feared that the
moon-god Sin might clothe him with leprosy; that the chief
god Ninurta might fell him with a swift arrow; that the stormgod Adad might dry up his ponds; that the underworld-god
Nergal might send slaughter and pestilence; that the physiciangod Gula might make him sweat blood instead of water. He
feared that the great gods of heaven and earth might look fierce
ly upon him, and curse him with an angry curse.
When all of these studies have been made, however, it
must be admitted that we learn of these fears from the royal
annals, not from the tablets. These horrors were the "official
explanation," as it were. What the ordinary businessman him
self was thinking, we wish we knew, but he did not indicate
that he was worried. We find no mention of deity, temple,
or religious literature anywhere in his tablets, unless these were
part of a commercial transaction. The Assyrian trader and
scribe stuck to business, and in these tablets, at least, there is
no mention of any other world than that.
/ ABOUT THE AUTHOR: The Rev. Richard Henshaw, instructor
in Old Testament at Bexley Hall, holds a B.S. degree in
A 1 electronic engineering from The University of California and
a B.D. degree from the Church Divinity School of the Pacific.
He has finished course work for the Ph.D. degree from Hebrew Union
College in Cincinnati. At a future date, and in connection with his
thesis, the work on the tablets described in this article will be pub
lished. Mr. Henshaw's principal field of interest is Semitic languages
and literatures, of which Assyrian is a major part, but he has also
studied for three years under one of the few teachers of Sumerian
in the United States.
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signed chiefly for persons . . . who need additional
readings to continue their study of the [English]
language on an intermediate or advanced level. '
The
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston, $2.50.)
Deceivers by Richard Goldhurst, '50, is a novel
about a man who assumes another man's identity
(Signet Books, .35). The Founding of English
Metre by John Thompson, '40, is a study of how
and why the basic metrical principles developed
during the 16th Century (Columbia University
Press, $5.00). Imitations by Robert Lowell, '40,
presents 66 poems from five languages in free
translation or in Mr. Lowell's own versions (Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, $4.50). South: Modern
Southern Literature in Its Cultural Setting contains
essays by Ellington White, Jr., '50, and Robert
Daniel of Kenyon's department of English (Dol
phin Books, Doubleday and Company, $1.45).
Milton's Lycidas: The Tradition and the Poem,
edited by C. A. Patrides, '52, is dedicated to the
late Charles Coffin. Mr. Patrides writes: "When
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EW BOOKS by alumni include a prizewinning collection of poems, The Lovemaker, by Robert Mezey, '55 (I960 Lamont
Poetry Selection; Cummington Press, $2.85). OldLiberty, a novel by Marshall Terry, Jr., '53, is
set on a college campus which has some resem
blance to Kenyon's (Viking Press, $3-95). Poets
of Today, VIII, is a three-in-one volume of work
by new poets. Included is The Mother of the
Amazons and Other Poems by Albert Herzing,
'51 (Scribner, $3.95). Midland is a big book of
fiction and poetry selected from the Writing
Workshops of the State University of Iowa (Ran
dom House, $6.50).
There are poems by
Douglas Nichols, '45, Anthony Hecht, Spec. '47,
Mr. Mezey and Mr. Herzing, and a story by Robie
Macauley, '41. The End of Pity, Mr. Macauley's
collected stories, is now available in a paperback
published by J. B. Lippincott ($1.85). The United
States of America, edited by Gordon E. Bigelow
and David P. Harris, '46, is an anthology "de-
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good fortune led me to Kenyon College
in 1948, the wonders of English literature
were revealed to me principally by Pro
fessor Coffin. When at length I resolved
to devote myself to the study of Milton,
the deciding factor was [his] inspiration
... so that should I in the future write
something of value on Milton, it will be
only a minor footnote to what he taught
me of the Renaissance in general and of
Milton in particular." Among the contributors is John Crowe Ransom, Hon. '58
and Carnegie Professor of Poetry, Enter/us. (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, $2.75.)
„
...
,,
c ./
Mr. Ransom is himself editor of the
Selected Poems of Thomas Hardy (Macmillan, $2.25 paperbound; $4.50 hard
bound). Other new publications by mem
bers of the faculties are Academic Illu
sion, a critical analysis of the modern-day
university, by Denis Baly of the depart
ment of religion (Seabury Press, $2.25);
Works and Days and Other Poems by
Irving Feldman of the department of Eng
lish (Atlantic-Little, Brown, $3.95); and
a new edition of Moby Dick with an
Afterword by Denham Sutcliffe of the
English department (Signet Books, .75).
Following fairly hard on Fletcher Pratt's
biography of Edwin M. Stanton, Class of
1834, comes a new one by Benjamin P.
Thomas and Harold M. Hyman: Stanton:
The Life and Times of Lincoln's Secre
tary of War (Knopf, $8.50).

South
Modern Southern Literature
in its Cultural Setting
EDITED BY LOUIS D RUBIN. JR. j
AND ROBERT D. JACOBS
i

STANTON
The Life and Times

of Lincoln's
Secretary
of War
BENJAMIN P. THOMAS
tvn HAROLD M. HYMAN

THE LORDS IN BATTLE
• • •

By

OWIMMING ... On March 1 and
^ 2, at Hiram College's new pool, the
Lord splashers will endeavor to take an
unprecedented ninth straight Ohio Conference Championship. Judging from
early season results, the Edwards-coached
aggregation is a heavy favorite to repeat
_ _ _ The popular Conference Relays were
held at Shaffer Pool in December and
th« Lords squwttd out the team championship over runner-up Ohio Wesleyan
^ ^ was dose
by ^ ^ Qf ^ gy

Director of Athletics
at the Union College Tournament in
Schenectady, N.Y., right after Christmas.
They tied with the host Dutchmen for
the tournament championship. It was
in the finale that senior Jeff Slade of
Chicago, while scoring forty-two points
against Hamilton, broke the College
career scoring record of 1326 points set
by the fabulous Eppa Rixey, 49 . . .
The Lords are pointed toward the Conference tournament at the seasons end,
rdishing their underdog r0|e . . . Along

only because the Lords were disqualified with the incomparable Slade, junior Tom
after winning the 300 individual medley Collins, sophomores Dave Schmid and
race (a Lord swimmer jumped into the Randy Livingston, and freshman Ken
pool to congratulate a teammate before Klug are the five upon whom Coach
the race was completed). Every race Harrison has called most often. They
saw a new record being set, which indi- have been ably supported by senior Dave
cates the improvement in Conference DeSelm, juniors Bob Chenen and Bill
swimming in general, and the Lord team Kuehl, and freshmen Skip Backus and
in particular. This will probably be the Bob Dyer. Stellar rebounder Schmid was
last team championship event to be held injured in the Union tournament and is
at Kenyon, for the lack of dressing-room playing the remainder of the season with
and spectator seating space makes our a face mask, fashioned from fiberglas
pool impractical for such purposes, and by trainer Norm Dubiel . . . Late
other Conference schools possess excel- note: after a disappointing loss to Muslent facilities . . . Going into the semes- kingum in mid-January, the team won
ter break, the Lords were undefeated in five
straight. Included were wins over
dual meet competition. They had wins a nationally-ranked Williams College
over Bowling Green (50-45), Western team, the always powerful Akron UniMichigan (48-47), and Wittenberg (76- versity team, and the College of Wooster
19). The victory over Bowling Green at Wooster (first time since 1948) . . .
was a thrilling one, but tame compared The Williams game was played in Cleveto the Western meet, held at Kalamazoo,
which was nip and tuck all the way and
necessitated a Lord win in the last relay. Dave Schmid, '64, and his fiberglas mask.
In as close a race as was humanely pos Trainer Norman Dubiel holds the plaster of
sible, and with a finish also so close that Paris cast of Schmid's face on which the mask
it took several minutes to determine the was built.
winner, the Lord quartet of co-captains
John Oliver (Sewickley, Pa.) and Phil
Mayher (Cleveland), Dave Evans (Westport, Conn.) and lorn Hoffmann (Rocky
* '•Ay
River, O.) came through in the time of
?
3:32.1—which was both a pool and Ken
E^
yon record for the event . . . Mayher,
;
j
.A
a versatile backstroker, has continued his

mm/A-:'

onslaught on records whenever he has
participated, as has sophomore breaststroker Tom LaBaugh of Warren, O.
Other consistent point getters have been
Oliver, Hoffmann, Evans, and Louis
Kuppenheimer in the sprints; Tim Pierce
and Hoffmann in the distance events;
divers Gene Ruth and Joe Sapere; Gordon Ruff and Jim Carr in the butterfly
events; Dave Gull ion in the backstroke.
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BASKETBALL . . . The Lord cagers, after
a slow start, found themselves as a team
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The Ohio Conference Relays at Shaffer Pool.
Kenyon defeated its closest opponent, Ohio
Wesleyan, by a score of 91-87. Because of
inadequate facilities, this is probably the last
year that the Relays will be held at Kenyon.
land under the joint sponsorship of the
Kenyon and Williams alumni groups. It
was a well-attended, enthusiastic affair
topped off by the Lords' decisive win . . .
Basketball interest on the Hill is now at
an all-time high.
WRESTLING . . . The Lord grapplers,
troubled by inexperience, lost their first
three matches and face an almost Her
culean task if they are to equal last year's
record of two wins in an eleven-meet
schedule . . . Sophomore John Sprague
of Port Huron, Mich. (167 lbs.), and
freshman Rick Wortman of Pittsburgh
(147 lbs.) have the best chance for
honors in the Conference Championship
at season's end on the basis of their
early record. Others who have seen
action on the team are freshmen Warren
Iwasa (123 lbs.), Lenny Lodish (130
lbs.), and Richard Ray (157 lbs.) ; sophomores Bob Almirall (177 lbs.) and
Tim Howe (137 lbs.) ; junior Tom Novinson (137 lbs.) ; and senior and captain
Ivan Rollit (unlimited).
Wrestler John Sprague, '64 (on top), was
the only Kenyon winner in the meet with
Denison.
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ADDENDA . . . The 1961 Lord football
team finished with a record of three
wins, four losses, and one tie. The tie
was the long-to-be-remembered Home
coming game, when the Lord offense
finally jelled to score forty-one points—
only to have Marietta tie up the game
in the last minute . . . Following this
game were decisive victories over Oberlin and Hiram, and a last-quarter loss to
Mount Union . . . Capt. Nate Welling
ton of Plymouth, Mass., who led the
team in rushing in each of his four sea
sons and ended with a career total of
1650 yds., was voted Most Valuable
Player. Freshman Mike Leahy of Wexford, Pa., received the Hoag award given annually to the non-letterman who
has contributed most to the squad. Elected
co-captains for the 1962 season were
linebacker-guard Fred Schladen of Girard, O., and tackle Terry Owen, Uniontown, O.
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finish. Co-captains Dave Shevitz (De
troit) and Jim Monell (West Caldwell,
N.J.), Phil Bissell, and Dana Clarke
hope to repeat in their specialties.
The outdoor track campaign prospects
also look improved, with a good
group of promising freshmen . . . The
baseball squad workouts will begin in
earnest with the end of the basketball
season. The players expect to build upon
last year's great season. Captain and
third baseman Bob Dudgeon of Mount
Vernon, O., will lead an all-veteran crew
behind the pitching of the sensational
Joe Adkins of Circleville, O. The team's
success will hinge on the pitching that
can be developed to back up Adkins . . .
The lacrosse team figures to improve over
last year's record of one win, but the
rebuilding process instituted by Coach
Norm Dubiel still appears to be a year
away. Sophomore Chuck Verdery of
Ruxton, Md., sensational in his initial
season, is the big hope for the near
future . . . The tennis team is hopeful
that two hot freshman prospects can again
put them into contention for Conference
honors . . . The golfers feel they will
have their best team in recent years (two
good freshman prospects are available to
bolster a veteran crew).
SCHEDULE OF SPRING SPORTS

I;
f§
1

i

Tom Collins, '63, nets the winning ball in
the Ohio Northern contest.

The 1961 Lord soccer team finished
with a record of four wins and five losses;
a 4-3 loss to Ohio Wesleyan in two extra
periods in the season s finale prevented
the hooters from having a winning season . . . Capt. Dave Dawson of Chadds
Ford, Pa., gathered a lion's share of the
honors by making the All-Ohio first team
at center halfback, being selected as the
team's Most Valuable Player, and being
elected co-captain for 1962 along with
Dave McKee of Westtown, Pa.
COMING-UP ... In preparation for the
Indoor Track Conference Championships
at Denison on March 10, the Lords
started work in the middle of January,
hoping to better last year's fourth place

TRACK . . . April 7, Ohio University Relays
(Away); 11, Ohio Wesleyan (Home); 18,
Muskingum (A); 21, Mount Union (A);
24, Otterbein (A) ; 28, Conference Relays
(A); May 3, Hiram (H); 8, Wooster (H);
12, Denison (A); 19, Championships (A).
BASEBALL . . . April 7, Heidelberg (A-2) ;
10, Wittenberg (H); 14, Wooster (H-2);
16, Fenn (A); 18, Muskingum (H); 21,
Oberlin (H-2); 24, Wooster (A); 26, Ohio
Wesleyan (H); 28, Denison (H-2); 30,
Otterbein (A); May 4, Akron (H); 7, Otter
bein (H); 9, Capital (H); 12, Marietta (H-2).
TENNIS . . . April 7, Akron (H); 10, Wit
tenberg (H); 12, Toledo (A) ; 14, Ohio Wes
leyan (H) ; 18, Denison (H); 21, Ohio Uni
versity (A); 26, Wooster (A); May 2, Ohio
Wesleyan (A); 4, Kent State (H); 7, Oberlin

(A); 12, Denison (A); 19, Championships (A),
GOLF . . . April 12, Capital (A); 14, Ohio
Wesleyan (A); 17, Wooster (H); 20, DenifA",
(A); May 4, Oberlin (H); 7, Otterbein (A);
11, Capital (H); 14, Championships (A);
l7> Mount Union (A),
NOTE
The athletic department is endeav
oring to collect squad pictures of
all Kenyon teams for display in the
Field House lobby. If an alumnus
has any photographs which he
wants to contribute to the project,
we would like to receive them
(properly identified, please).
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'10

Royal Fultz
1024 Lincoln
Traverse City, Mich.

ROYAL FULTZ is current alumni
president of his preparatory school, the
Michigan Military Academy.

'21

'15
CHARLES WEATHERHEAD has
been retired from his position as pro
duction manager of Cleveland's Weatherhead Company since 1957. He now lives
in Florida.
THE REV. EDGAR TIFFANY reports
that he is winter "pro" at The Green
brier in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Mr. Tiffany is vicar of St. Thomas' Epis
copal Church at the Springs.

'17

at dances but with revues and on the
radio. For a decade, he played piano and
led singing at weekly luncheons of the
Sales-Marketing Executive Club of Cleve
land.

Dana Hill
1254 Hathaway Ave.
Lakewood, O.

HAROLD SMITH retired on Decem
ber 1 from his position as industrial sales
manager for the Hodell Chain Company
division of National Screw and Manu
facturing. In addition to a long career
in sales, Mr. Smith has had a second
career as a dance band director. His
musical groups have performed not only
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D. Morgan Smith
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Chicago

THE REV. STANLEY PLATTENBURG, Bex. '31. See under Bexley
Notes.

'30

I
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David Cable
5954 Briardale Lane
Solon, O.

THE REV. HERMAN SIDENER,
Bex. '23. See under Bexley Notes.
GEORGE ZOLLINGER moved to
Denver last July. Mr. Zollinger, a sta
tistical analyst now associated with United
Air Lines, expects to be in Denver until
some time next summer. He is living at
the University Club at 1673 Sherman St.

'28
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George Hammond
2125 Waltham Rd.
Columbus, O.

WILLIAM CAPLES, III, a trustee of
the College, has been appointed consult-

'
!8
Rudolph Nunnemacher, '34 (right), receiving
his citation from Clark University (see class
entry).

ant on civilian personnel management to
Secretary of the Army Elvis Stahr, Jr.
Mr. Caples' duties as a member of this
six-man advisory committee will be to
analyze management programs for the
Army's half-million civilian workers and
make recommendations for improvements.

'31

The Rev. W. Robert Webb.
Bex '35
2106 Utter St.
Bellingham, Wash.

'34

Frank Mallett
314 Oakland Park Ave.
Columbus, O.

'35

Jack Critchfield
341 N. Bever St.
Wooster, O.

'36

Robert Doepke
1228 Edwards Rd.
Cincinnati

THE REV. ALEXANDER WOOD has
become vicar of Christ Episcopal Church
in Charlevoix, Mich. He was formerly at
Christ Church in Yankton, S.D.

Secretary of the Army Elvis J. Stahr, Jr. (left), and William Caples, III, '30. See class entry.
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RUDOLPH NUNNEMACHER was
honored recently by the trustees of Clark
University for his "exceptional service to
Clark as a member of the University's
Development Council." Mr. Nunnemach
er is chairman of Clark's biology depart
ment.
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ROBERT LAWLESS, JR., has been
transferred by American Airlines from
Tulsa to New York.
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THE REV. ARTHUR HARGATE,
Bex. '38. See under Bexley Notes.
JOHN SAUNDERS has been named
president and chief executive officer of
General Eireproofing Company in Youngs-

27
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town, O. Mr. Saunders was formerly
vice president in charge of sales.
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'39

E. E. DALE SHAFFER, president and
principal stockholder of the Detroit Race
Course, is current president of the
Thoroughbred Racing Associations, Inc.
When he was elected to the office in
December I960, he announced that he
would visit each of the forty-three member race tracks in the United States, plus
as many in other nations as his schedule
permitted.
Last spring he visited
thoroughbred racing centers in Ireland,
England, France, and Italy. He spent
July on a similar mission in Japan, Aus
tralia, and New Zealand. In October he
returned from a trip to seven Latin
American and South American countries.
One significant result of his travels has
been the intensification of interest in ad
ditional international competition. Japan,
for instance, will stage an international,
invitational race for thoroughbreds just
prior to the Olympic Games in Tokyo
in 1964.

'40

Donald McNeill
Edgehill Dr.
Darien, Conn.

PHILIP METZGER—a "lost alumnus"
—is the new editor of Banjo Roundup,
the plant publication of the transmission
and axle division of the Rockwell-Stand
ard Corporation. Mr. Metzger has been
employed by Rockwell since 1952 in the
metallurgical laboratory and as a heat
treat supervisor. His home is in Newark,
O., at 496 Hudson Ave.
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JAMES BELLOWS, '43V. See under
original class year.
PHILIP MERRIFIELD, '43V. See
under original class year.
J. CRAIG BOWMAN, '45V. See
under original class year.
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E. E. DALE SHAFFER, '39

editor (in charge of news operations) of
the New York Herald Tribune in midDecember. He was formerly managing
editor of the Miami (Fla.) Daily News.
PHILIP MERRIFIELD is assistant
director of the aptitudes research program
at The University of Southern California.
RICHARD KOPF was named in September to the newly-created post of vice
president-owner relations at Carl F. Weissenberger, Inc., a Chevrolet dealership
in Toledo.
THE REV. KENNETH KADEY be
came dean of St. John's Episcopal CatheROBERT KING, '42

HMKR

Nicholas Riviere, Jr.
808 W. Waldheim Rd.
Pittsburgh
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Herbert Long
232 Thirty-third St., N.W.
Canton, O.
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'47

Carl Cooke, Jr.
61 Hutchinson Ave.
Worthington, O.

CHARLES BARR, JR., is president of
Barr Vending Service in Villa Park, III.
The business was three years old in No
vember.
DR. EMANUEL DANEMAN and Dr.
Rebecca Louise Groves of Lincolnton, Ga.,
and New Orleans were married in the
latter city in early autumn at the Southern
Baptist Hospital Chapel.

'48

Howard Bradley
54 Gresham Dr.
Eggertsville, N.Y.

'49

William Porter
681 Hampton
Grosse Pointe, Mich.

CHARLES BARR, JR., '47V. See
under original class year.
TOWLE PERRIN, JR., and his wife
adopted a son, Donald Thomas, in Janu
ary 1961. Mr. Perrin is supervisor of
the customer service department of Inland
Steel Container Company in Chicago.
WILLIAM MAAG, JR., an honorary
member of this class and a trustee of the
College, was the recipient in October of
the annual Frank Purnell Award for out
standing community service. The award
is made by the Youngstown (O.) Junior
Chamber of Commerce.

*

SVEC and his wife
of a daughter, Lisa
The Svecs now have
a son.

JAMES BELLOWS became executive

28

'45

Robert Sangdahl
15 Easton Lane
Chagrin Falls, O.

J. CRAIG BOWMAN was unopposed
last autumn for his fourth term as mayor
of Upper Sandusky, O. Mr. Bowman
operates a 4000-acre farm in that com
munity.

ROBERT KING has been appointed
president of Spencer Press, Inc., a sub
sidiary of Grolier Incorporated. Mr. King
was formerly a vice president of Encyclo
paedia Britannica. His new headquarters
are in Chicago at 175 Michigan Ave.

'43
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Charles Mitchell
3305 Dorchester Rd.
Shaker Heights, O.

DR. EDWARD
became the parents
Marie, on June 24.
four daughters and

7

dral in Albuquerque, N.M., on January
1. He was formerly rector of St. John's
Church in Oklahoma City.

*

DAVID SANDERS is the new mayor
of Cuyahoga Falls, O.
JACK CARTER has spent the last four
years in Cali, Colombia, where he is sales
manager for Goodyear operations. Mr.
Carter and his wife have four children:

Cathy, 9; Dan, 7; Alan, 6; and Glenn, 4.
RAYMOND WOODALL, JR., is a
Certified Public Accountant with the firm
of Lybrand Ross Brothers and Montgom
ery. He is a member of the Pennsylvania
Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
the National Association of Accountants,
and the American Accountants Associa
tion.
JAMES STORER is doing course work
toward a master's degree in history at The
University of Pennsylvania.
ERIC PROPPER and his wife now
have two children: Eric Brown, 3, and
Katharine Alicia, 2.

'50

Louis Whitaker
Principio Recess, Rt. 1
Wheeling, W.Va.

THE REV. MYRON BLOY and THE
REV. VERNON WOODWARD, '57
were two of fifteen
white and Negro
Episcopal priests arrested in Jackson,
Miss., in September for defying Southern
segregation laws. The men were partici
pating in a prayer pilgrimage, sponsored
by the Episcopal Society for Cultural and
Racial Unity, from New Orleans to Gen
eral Convention in Detroit. The incident
in Jackson was the result of an attempt
to enter a segregated restaurant in the bus
terminal. Each participant was fined $200
and sentenced to four months in jail.
JOHN YOUNG is a salesman for
Borden Chemical Company in New York.
RONALD PENFOUND had a small
part in a recent episode of the television
series called The Rifleman. Mr. Penfound
°
is regularly employed as "Capt. Penny
on a children's program telecast from
Cleveland's Channel 5.
ANTHONY VRADELIS and Mary
Elizabeth Bevis of Dayton, O., were mar
ried at St. George's Episcopal Church in
that city on October 6.
EARLE ELLSON is enrolled in the
doctoral program at The University of
Southern California.
LEE EBERLE, JR., and his family are
still living on their farm in Clermont
County, O. Mr. Eberle writes that he
has "built a herd of eight registered
Welsh Mountain ponies—which we are
breeding and showing—as well as five
crossbreds." The Eberles have two sons
and a daughter.
FREDERIC PEAKE is chairman of the
20th Century Anti-Communist Study
Group in Kirkwood, Mo. Last summer
he finished his third year as chief of the
Big Shawnee Indian-Guide Tribe of
Kirkwood.
JOHN MITCHELL is district manager
for Chemical Engineering, a McGrawHill publication.
RICHARD MERIAN is senior scienti-

fie executive and a technical department
head at Edgerton, Germeshausen and
Grier, Inc., in Las Vegas.
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David Kuhn
23728 Lake Rd.
Bay Village, O.

MAGNUS HOMESTEAD is assistant
librarian at Hartwick College in Oneonta,
N.Y. He is also active with the Oneonta
Tennis Club and the Community Theatre.
PEYTON PITNEY and Patricia Ann
Foster were married on August 18 at
Solibull in Warwickshire, England. They
are now living in Elizabeth, N.J., at 14
North Ave., Apt. C-7.
JOHN de AGUIRRE reports that he
and his wife are the parents of a son and
daughter.
MERRON LATTA, JR., completed a
two-year tour in Warsaw last autumn.
He was vice consul at the American Embassy. Mr. Latta and his wife are the
parents of two daughters, Lucretia, born
April 26, 1958, and Kathleen, born Sep
tember 28, I960.
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THOMAS AVER1LL is completing the
work on a doctoral degree at 1 he Univer-
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FRANKLIN UHL C, JR" has been
With the U.S. Naval Instate (a private
publishing organization) since April
I960. For some time he served as head
of the book department, but he has now
been relieved in order to set up a new
series called Naval Review and Sea Power.
The Review will be a book-sized annual
containing monographs on assorted subjects within the broad range of sea power.
PHILLIP BEST, JR., is an engineer
with Lockheed Aircraft. He lives in
Canoga Park, Calif., at 7859 Nevada St.
THE REV. LAWRENCE HOUSTON
is curate of St. Stephen's Episcopal Church
in Richmond, Va.
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Peter Knapp
6751 Maple St.
Cincinnati

DANIEL NEWCOMB is marketing
manager for the eastern division of W. R.
Grace and Company. His offices are in
Simpsonville, S.C. Mr. Newcomb has
been with Grace since 1954.
FREDERICK NEIDHARDT is an as
sociate professor of biology at Purdue
University.
HERBERT ULLMANN and Nancy
Ann Duffield of Darien, Conn., an
nounced their engagement in November.
Mr. Ullmann is associated with Harris
Trust and Savings Bank in Chicago.
CHARLES FULTZ operates his own
business, Fultz Advertising Specialties of
Traverse City, Mich.
MALCOLM MacGREGOR, JR., and

his wife became the parents of a son,
Malcolm, III, on October 4.

'53

Joseph Rotolo
20002 Shakerwood Rd.
Warrensville Heights, O.

RICHARD MERIAN, '50V. See under original class year.
SEYMOUR WEISSMAN produced
two of the first-prizewinning films at the
1961 American Film Festival.
NICHOLAS CROME is living in Iowa
City. He reports that he has "a wonder
ful little farm and am able to intersperse
writing with hunting, raising chickens and
rabbits, and growing a few vegetables."
Mr. Crome's address is Rt. 5.
LAWRENCE TAYLOR, II, is sta
tioned at the Navy's Post Graduate School
in Annapolis, Md. He expects to receive
a master's degree in mechanical engineer
ing in June.
STEPHEN SMITH reports that "Be
sides being in the business of manufac
turing thermostats, primarily for use in
electrical appliances, I have also gotten
, hofd the
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fo||o£jng |obs. Repubiican' chairman of
Grafton County, N.H.; commissioner of
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(OHN HALLENBERG has become
manager of invention utilization at the
Research and Development Center of
Westinghouse Electric Corporation in
Pittsburgh.
ROBERT ROTH has completed the reirements for the degree of Doctor of
,ihlloso h in App|jc3 Mathematics at
Harvard,
CHARLES DOCTER, in addition to
practising law in Washington, D.C., is
active on the Maryland Committee for
Fair Representation, which is trying to
get the state legislature of Maryland re
apportioned.
ERIC EKEDAHL is district sales manager for the agricultural chemicals divi
sion of International Minerals and Chemical Corporation.
WILLIAM YOHE has been promoted
to associate professor of economics at
Duke University.
HALTON AXTELL is police justice
in the village of Washingtonville, N.Y.,
and treasurer of the Monell Engine
Company.
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Ronald Petti
6532 S. Menard Ave.
Chicago

JOHN EBERWINE and his wife became the parents of a daughter, Catherine
Elizabeth, on August 22.
THE REV. ROBERT BENNETT is
enrolled in the Oriental Seminary of The
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Johns Hopkins University. He is study
ing Hebrew literature and language.
HAL ZIEGLER is assistant prosecutor
in Jackson County, Mich.
WILLIAM WABER is an assistant
professor of philosophy at the State Uni
versity of New York.
THE REV. ARTHUR ARCHER is
rector of St. Paul's Episcopal Church in
Monongahela, Pa.
EMMETT GRAYBILL, JR., received
the degree of Master of Arts from The
Ohio State University on December 15.
RICHARD TRYON, JR., is merchandise and personnel manager and assistant
to the president of The Colwell Company
in Champaign, 111. Mr. Tryon reports
that the thoroughfare on which Colwell's
new plant is located has been named
Kenyon Rd. (see photograph). The
Tryons have two children: Beth, 4, and
Richard, III, 2.
ETHAN TURSHEN graduated from
the Law School of George Washington
University last June. He is currently
serving as assistant legal officer at the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.
JOHN BARTON works for United
Press International in Wisconsin. He
writes: "I cover the governor's office
daily, the state senate, and brief all state
supreme court, circuit, and Federal court
cases. Recently I've been concentrating
on the state's fiscal problems. I also re
port all state political conventions."
RICHARD ELLER began his second
year of teaching in September. He is a
member of the English department at
Glastonbury (Conn.) High School.
PATRICK JACKSON has sent us the
following report on his activities: "I
started the Fulton Corporation early in
I960 as a new product development firm.
When we develop products worthy of
marketing, we form manufacturing and
marketing companies for that purpose.
To date we have Electricam Corporation,
with five new inventions in the drapery
hardware field; Easy-Sharp Corporation,
with a break-through patented line of saw
and tool sharpeners; Rotomagic Corpora
tion, with a cooking grill cleaner; Medi
cal Dynamics Corporation, with hospital
and medical inventions; plus Jackson,
Jackson and Wagner, Inc., a communica
tions counselling firm handling advertis
ing, public relations, marketing, and
merchandising. I am a director and/or
officer of these as well."
EDGAR BENNETT received the degree of Master of Arts in Education from
The Ohio State University in August.
RONALD PETTI has been appointed
manager of industrial relations for Inland
Steel Container Company, the drum and
pail manufacturing division of Inland
Steel Company. He is in charge of labor
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family live in Daly City, Calif., at 340
Lake Merced, No. 6.
/
DAVID SEXSMITH and his wife be,
came the parents of their second child and
first daughter, Margaret, in May.
STEPHEN BEST is the member of a
* general law firm in Fairfax County, Va.
bet «**©* *ej
LEONARD SHORT, JR., has estab
[EXIT GXLY
lished a service business, Registration,
Inc., which will handle the identification
problem at industrial trade shows. On
May 16 Mr. Short and his wife became
the parents of a daughter, Elizabeth
Haynes.
Richard Tryon, Jr., '54, standing before his
JAMES MEYER is a personnel con
company's new plant on Kenyon Rd.
sultant with Ernst and Ernst in Cleveland.
FREDERICK MADDOCK is complet
relations and will co-ordinate activities
ing the first year of a two-year term as
in the areas of personnel administration,
councilman for the City of Grosse Pointe
management development, employee com
Woods, Mich.
munications, safety, training, and salary
BOULTON MOHR writes to tell us
administration for the company's five
that he "wound up five and one-half years
plants. Mr. Petti served formerly as sup
in the Navy in the autumn of I960 with
ervisor of industrial relations for the
an eight-month, 50,000-mile 'round-theChicago plant of Inland Steel Container.
world cruise as an admiral's aide on the
missile cruiser Canberra. From Austral
James Hughes, Jr.
ian pubs through Japanese torii to South
Inland Steel Company
Indian tea plantations; from the Istanbul
Chicago
bazaar to the bikinied beaches of Cannes
THE REV. CHARLES VOGT, Bex. I was the breathing testimonial to the
'58. See under Bexley Notes.
'Join and see' copy of our sea service.
DR. ROBERT FIRST writes that he After an appropriate period for reacquainthas "finished a surgical residency at Peter ance with the American native, I took up
Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston and am residence with our favorite weekly mag
currently taking a year of general and azine, TV Guide."
cardiac surgery at Children's Hospital
THOMAS KIGER has been transferred
Medical Center. The next four and one- by Procter and Gamble from Cincinnati
half years will be taken up by three and to the company's plant in Macon, Ga.
one-half years of orthopedic surgery at
ROBERT SNYDER is a research as
Children's Hospital and Massachusetts sistant in the department of physics at
General Hospital, and a final year ol The University of North Carolina.
orthopedic surgery in London."
JAMES SUTHERLAND and Laurel
QUENTIN KELLY is working for the Gay Tveten of Haywood, Calif., were
San Francisco Examiner. He and his married on December 30 at the Faith
Lutheran Church in Castro Valley, Calif.
Mr. Sutherland is assistant supervisor in
RONALD PETTI, '54
the San Francisco office of Aetna Life
Insurance Company.
ALAN KIDD, JR., has been promoted
to captain in the Air Force, He is stationed at Pope Air Force Base in North
Carolina.
EUGENE SCHRIER received his Ph.D.
degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic In
stitute in June.
WILLIAM OSTRANDER and Susan
Emery Eben of Chicago announced their
engagement in September.
DAVID DAVIES is associated with
Davies Floorcovering of Mansfield and
Ashland, O.
CAMERON SANDERS and Mary Elizaheth Tucker of Cincinnati were married in that city on November 25.
JAMES HUGHES, JR., and his wife
became the parents of a daughter, Jeanne
Ann, on September 30.
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Thomas Duke
605 E. Main St.
Geneva, O.

CHRISTIAN SCHOENLEB has been
promoted to brand manager in the food
products advertising department of Proc
ter and Gamble.
JOHN GARD received his Ph.D. degree from The University of Pittsburgh
in late summer. He is now a psychologist at the V.A. Hospital in Butler, Pa.
THE REV. ARMAND LaVALEE is
spending this year as a resident in the
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at
Harvard. He is working on a Ph.D.
degree.
JOSEPH RYAN is now associated with
Illinois Bell. He reports that he is "still
flying jet fighters for the Air National
Guard—the 169 Tactical Fighter Squad
ron in Peoria—and was promoted to
captain in August."
ROBERT WRIGHT started a radiology residency at the Mayo Clinic last

,
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J. Thomas Rouland
307 N. George Mason Dr.
Arlington, Va.

ROBERT ANDERSON is teaching
biology at the Governor Dummer Aca
demy and also serving as the school's head
football coach.
THE REV. ERAZER CROCKER, JR.,
and Jaqueline Fairchild Arnold of Cin
cinnati were married at Christ Episcopal
Church in that city on April 15. Mrs.
Crocker is the daughter of THE REV.
MORRIS ARNOLD, Hon. '61.
DR. PAUL TODTFELD is serving
his internship at Brooklyn (N.Y.) Jewish
Hospital. He received his M.D. degree
from the Downstate Medical Center of
the State University of New York last
June.
GEORGE FARR, JR., and Carole Joy
Smith of New York were married in that
city on December 22. The ceremony was
performed by the Hon. Charles D. Breitel,
justice of the New York State Supreme
Court. Mr. and Mrs. Farr are living in
Manhattan at 411 West End Ave.
THE REV. VERNON WOODWARD
has become vicar of St. George's Episco-
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RICHARD WILSON, II, and Jane
Kalinowski of Neffs, O., announced their
engagement in September.
DR. FRANK BUDD, JR., and Laura
Louise Stock of Miamisburg, O., were
married at the First Methodist Church in
that community on September 30. They
are living in Oceanside, Calif., at 1449-A
S. Pacific St. Dr. Budd is stationed at
Camp Pendleton with the First Marine
Division.
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KENYON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF HAWAII
A new alumni group, which intends to bring together all alumni living in the Islands, was
organized in September. Elected secretary at the first meeting was the Rev. William Aulenbach, Jr., '54, one of the initiators of the association. Other men responsible for the founding
of the group are Richard Yee, '56, Lionel Tokioka, '56, and James Staub, '55. The photograph
was made at the meeting in November. Standing, left to right, Robert Mitchell, Jr., '39; Mr.
Aulenbach; Dr. Walter Nobuhara, '55; Richard Emery, '57; Mr. Yee; Mr. Tokioka; Tony
McCellan (college guidance counselor for the lolani School); Richard Williams, 46; Bruce
Angell, '50; and Mr. Staub. Kneeling are Donald Tescher (a former faculty member at
Kenyon who directed several Hill Theatre plays in the late '40s); Michael Pahk (a prospective
student); and A1 Bostwick (a guest).

pal Mission in Chadwicks, N.Y. He was
formerly curate at the Church of the
Advent in Cincinnati. For further news
about Mr. Woodward, see the entry on
THE REV. MYRON BLOY, '50.
LLOYD WARNER and Carol Ann
Heath of Abington, Pa., announced their
engagement in November. Lt. Warner
is stationed at the National Security
Agency, Fort George G. Meade, Md.
DAVID ALLARDYCE is completing
his last year at the Church Divinity School
of the Pacific. Following his graduation
in June he plans to return to the Episco
pal Diocese of Southern Ohio.
WILLIAM WALLACE is living in
Princeton, N.J., and working for the First
National City Bank. He handles educa
tional counseling, the National City
Foundation, Financial Aid to Higher Edu
cation, and the Tuition Refund Program.
He reports that he has been elected treas
urer of Princeton's Young Republican
Club.
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Robert Price
2639 Parma Rd.
Philadelphia

DEAN BURGESS is a member of the
reading and casting committee for the ex
perimental wing of the Norfolk (Va.)
Little Theatre and the Tidewater Theatre.
Last July he directed a production of
Arms and the Man sponsored by the Nor
folk Arts Festival.
ALAN HOLLIDAY and his wife became the parents of a son, Daniel Alan,
on August 24.
ROBERT SCOTT is studying law and
economics this year at the University
College of London University. He is
the recipient of a Fulbright grant.
PHILIP FOGEL and Suzanne Becker
of Brooklyn, N.Y., announced their en
gagement in midsummer.
RICHARD HAUDE is a research as
sistant in the graduate department of psy
chology at The University of Pittsburgh.
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JON BARSANTI was discharged from
active duty with the Army on August 24.
THOMAS MASON received his LL.B.
degree from the Law School of Western
Reserve University on September 8. He
is now serving with the Marine Corps as
a second lieutenant.
ROBERT HOLSTEIN was graduated
from the Law School of The University
of Michigan in June. He reports that he
has been married to Ellen Beth Lambert
of Chicago since August 28, I960.
FREDERICK KELLOGG, in addition
to continuing his teaching career, has
opened a bookstore (Kellogg Books, Inc.)
in Stony Brook, N.Y.
JEROME LOOKER received his Ph.D.
degree in organic chemistry from The
University of Illinois in June. He is now
at Cornell on a post-doctoral fellowship.
DR. ROBERT WILKES and Barbara
Sprung of Rego Park, N.Y., announced
their engagement in October. Dr. Wilkes
is a resident in internal medicine at the
Veterans Administration Hospital in
Bronx, N.Y.
RONALD BENNINGTON is prac
tising law in Canton, O. He and his
wife are living in that city at 208 Raff
Rd., N.E.
PHIL HAMMOND became a field
attorney for the National Labor Relations
Board in Albuquerque, N.M., on Feb
ruary 1. Mr. Hammond was graduated
from the Law School of The Ohio State
University last June and from the Air
Force School in Amarillo, Tex., in De
cember.
LAWRENCE SCHNEIDER is a mem
ber of the editorial board of the Western
Reserve Law Review. He has published
two articles in the magazine: "The Steel
Strike National Safety Imperiled" and
Commitment of the Mentally III."
ROBERT PRICE is serving in the
Army. His current address is BR 13702857, 840 Signal Company (BD), Tobyhanna, Pa.

'59

Hugh Gage
194 Boulder Trail
Bronxville, N.Y.

BRUCE KENNEDY is working to
ward a master's degree in city planning
at The University of Pennsylvania.
WILLIAM MURRAY was graduated
from the Cincinnati School of Embalming on September 22. He is now asso
ciated with the Hummell Funeral Home
in Akron.
JEREMY BOND has been elected permanent president of his class at the General Theological Seminary. Mr. Bond is
a senior at the school.
THOMAS MAXWELL has an assistantship this year in the department of
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philosophy at Pennsylvania State Univer
sity.
KATHLEEN KENYON, an honorary
member of this class, will become prin
cipal at St. Hugh's College, Oxford Uni
versity, in August.

'60

Richard Kerr
General Theological Seminary
Chelsea Square
New York

RICHARD LAMPORT, JR., is working toward the degree of Master of In
ternational Affairs at Columbia. He expects to graduate in June.
DANIEL COBB is attached to the First
Guided Missile Group at McGregor
Guided Missile Range, N.M. Recently
he was promoted to specialist four.
JAMES RIDDLE is teaching English
in Madrid. He expects to remain in
Spain until July. In September he will
enroll in the American Institute for Foreign Trade in Phoenix, Ariz.
THOMAS MOORE reports his marriage to Martha Jean Case of Wellesley,
Mass.
NORMAN MILLER is doing graduate
work in physics at Yale.
THE REV. THEODORE WEDEL, an
honorary member of this class, is visit
ing professor this year at the Episcopal
Theological School. During the academ
ic year 1962-63 he will serve in this same
capacity at the Union Theological Sem
inary.
JOHN STANLEY is doing graduate
work in political science at Cornell. He
is the recipient of a Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship. Mr. Stanley spent the academ
ic year 1960-61 studying in England at
Selwyn College of Cambridge University.
EDWIN EATON, JR., and Christine
Lee Fernyak of Mansfield, O., announced
their engagement in August.
RICHARD SCHORI is a graduate
student in mathematics at the State University of Iowa. He holds a National
Defense Education Act Fellowship.
LAMAR HILL is working for General
Tire and Rubber Company in Akron.
WILLIAM REED has received his
master's degree from the Maxwell School
of Citizenship and Public Affairs at
Syracuse University.

'61

DANIEL HOLLAND and Jean Kay
Wagner of Mount Vernon, O., were
married at the Kenyon Chapel on November 25. They are now living in
Chicago, where Mr. Holland is doing
graduate work in political science at The
University of Chicago.

JOHN RESNIS graduated on November 18 from the Chemical Corps School
at Fort McClellan, Ala.
DAVID MILDER and Brenda Carol
Hollon of Blanchester, O., announced
their engagement in September. Mr.
Milder is studying this year at St. An
drew's University in Scotland.
DAVID MORRELL is enrolled in the
pilot training program at Webb Air Force
Base in Texas. He is flying T-37 and
T-33 jets.
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BEXLEY
NOTES

THE REV. HERMAN SIDENER, '21,
Bex. '23, is the new rector of Emmanuel
Church in Great River, N.Y. He was
formerly at Holy Trinity Church in
Brooklyn, N.Y.
THE REV. RAY EVANS, Bex. '26,
has been appointed grand chaplain of
the Grand Chapter of the Royal Arch
Masons of Ohio. Mr. Evans has been
active in Masonic circles for many years.
He is a former prelate of Erie Commandery Twenty-three, Knights Templar, and
chaplain of Singara Grotto. Currently he
is president of the A.A. Order of Nobles
of the Mystic Shrine. For the past twentytwo years Mr. Evans has been rector of
Calvary Church in Sandusky, O.
THE REV. STANLEY PLATTENBURG, '28, Bex. '31, went to Brazil in
January to act as liaison officer between
the three missionary districts there and
the dioceses of Ohio, Southern Ohio, and
Indianapolis. His office and home are
in Rio de Janeiro.
THE REV. ARTHUR HARGATE,
'36, Bex. '38, received the highest honor
of Scottish Rite Masonry, the thirty-third
degree, at the 149 annual meeting of the
Supreme Council of Scottish Rite Free
masonry for the Northern Masonic Juris
diction. The meeting was held in Chicago
in September.
THE REV. ROBERT DUNN, Bex.
'53, has become assistant at St. Peter's
Pro-Cathedral in Helena, Mont,
He
served formerly as vicar at St. Peter's bythe-Lake in Montague-Whitehall, Mich.
THE REV. KALE KING, Bex. '53,
received the award of Outstanding Senior
Citizen for I960 from the Junior Cham
ber of Commerce in Rupert, Idaho. Mr.
King serves at Trinity Memorial Church
in Rupert.
THE REV. JOHN LEO, Bex. '53, has
entered the Air Force Chaplaincy as a
captain. He was formerly vicar of two
churches in the Diocese of Erie: Good
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Shepherd in Hawk Run, Pa., and St.
Saviour's in Gearhartville.
THE REV. LINDSAY WARREN,
Bex. '55, has become vicar of St.
Timothy's Church in Salem, Ore. He was
formerly in Fort Benton, Mont., at St.
Paul's Church. Mr. Warren and his wife
are now the parents of six children (five
of them adopted).
THE REV. THOMAS HUDSON, Bex.
•57, and his wife became the parents of
a second son, Guy Edward, on December
11. Mr. Hudson is vicar of two churches
in the Diocese of Upper South Carolina:
St. John's in Winnsboro and St. Stephen's
in Ridgeway.
THE REV. SHERRILL SCALES, JR.,
Bex. '57, is chairman of the architectural
committee of the Diocese of Connecticut,
and a member of the committee on diocesan strategy, He is in his third year
as rector of Calvary Church in Suffield
Conn.
THE REV. HENRY MOORE, JR.,
Bex. '57, has become chaplain at St.
Christopher's School in Richmond, Va.
He was formerly chaplain and teacher
at the Patterson School for Boys in Lenoir,
N.C.
THE REV. CHARLES VOGT, '55,
Bex. '58, became rector at St. James's
Church in New Haven, Conn., on Octo
ber 15. He was formerly an assistant at
St. Peter's Church in Ashtabula, O.
THE REV. WILBUR ELLIS, Bex. '59,
is now in the Army. He is currently en-

rolled in an advanced armor course at
Fort Knox, Ky.
THE REV. JACK GIMLIN, Bex. '61,
is serving at two churches in the Diocese
of Western New York: St. Andrew's in
Newfane and St. John's in Wilson.

OBITUARIES
"CRANK GUNN, '19, died on AugJL gust 27. Mr. Gunn's home was in
Oklahoma City.
THE REV. JOHN PATTIE, '25, Bex.
'30, died in Alsager, England, on De
cember 19. Mr. Pattie was serving as
exchange minister at Christ Parish in
Alsager while the incumbent, the Rev.
Thomas Lewis, was at Mr. Pattie's church,
St. Christopher's-by-the-River (Episco
pal), in Gates Mills, O. The exchange
was instituted last October and was to
have concluded in March. Prior to go
ing to St. Christopher's in 1949 Mr.
Pattie was rector of the Church of the
Ascension in Lakewood, O. He was an
honorary canon of Trinity Cathedral in
Cleveland, a member of the commission
on church architecture for the Diocese of
Ohio and chairman of the department of
missions. He also served on the diocesan
council. For his outstanding work in the
Church at all levels, parish, diocesan, and

An addition (considerably larger than the original structure) has been added to St. Mark's
Church on Cleveland's West Side. The Rev. Charles Evans, Bex. '53, rector of St. Mark's,
reports that the addition includes the spacious nave shown above, offices and reception room,
vestry, and large narthex. The photograph was made at the dedication ceremony on October 1.
Among those who participated in the dedication were the Rt. Rev. Nelson M. Burroughs, Hon.
'49, Bishop of Ohio and a trustee of the College; the Rev. Stuart Cole, Bex. '28; the Rev.
John Simons, Bex. '59; and the Rev. Richard Tickner, Bex. '58. The preacher was the Ven.
Donald Wonders, '13, Bex. '16, Archdeacon, Retired, in the Diocese of Ohio.
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THE REV. JOHN PATTIE, '25, Bex. '30
The photograph was made at the Commence
ment in 1953.

national, Kenyon conferred on him the
degree of Doctor in Divinity in 1953.
Mr. Pattie is survived by his wife, one
son, and two daughters. He was 58.
JOSEPH SWAN, '34, died on December 26. Mr. Swan was president of the
Armored Express Corporation of Chicago
and a former president of the National
Armored Truck Association. He was
active with the Park Ridge (111.) Library
Board and the Park Ridge Country Club.
His wife and two sons survive him.
CLAIR OWEN, JR., '42, died on Sep
tember 18 in St. Petersburg, Fla. Mr.
Owen was assistant vice president and
assistant trust officer of the Florida Na
tional Bank at St. Petersburg. During
World War II, and again during the
Korean conflict, he served in the Marine
Corps. He was a lieutenant colonel in
the Reserve. Surviving him are his
mother, his wife, three sons, and a
daughter. He was 39.
JAMES THURBER, Hon. '50, died
in New York on November 2. Burial
was in Columbus, O.
JOHN TOMASSENE, '50, was killed
in an automobile accident on January 11.
Mr. Tomassene was an investment broker
with the Pittsburgh firm of Singer, Deane
and Scribner. Prior to joining them he
was associated with Republic Steel. His
parents and a brother survive him. Burial
was in Wheeling, W.Va. He was 33.
LATE WORD HAS BEEN RECEIVED OF THE
death, on July 30, 1959, of THE REV.
STANLEY WILSON, '29, of Freeport,
Tex. The College has also been notified
of the death of CLARKE PEASE, '15,
of Fairview, Tenn., but no further in
formation is available.
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